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§ II

will lodge" to refer to the current journey homeward to Bethlehem, and this
verb to have its usual sense of "stay the night ." Our story-teller is up to his old
trick of using a word twice at crucial points ; see 3 : 131
Your People become my people ; / Your God is now my God . The Hebrew is
as succinct as it can be : "Your people my people, your God my God ." With
this couplet, however, something decisive is said ; note again the " .:rba1 corpondence to what is said of Orpah in verse 15 .
17 . Thus may Yahweh do to rne, / And thus may he add, / If even death will
,_so iemnpath formulary. ..app.ears__o_p[y bc_ ..-and-in
separate / Me from you . This

eleven passages, in _Samuel and Kings . The first part of it was p resumably accompanicd_ by a ._ symbolic gesture, something like our index finger, acrQs$ the
throat . Deep behind this lay, in all probability, a ritual act involving the
slaughter of animals, ; to whom the one swearing the oath equated himself. The
best indications that this is so are the portrayals of elaborate covenant ratifications, containing solemn oaths, in Gen 15 :7-17 and Jer 34 :18-20 . Tb>
slaughtered and s plit animals represent what the oath-taker invites God to do
to him if_hf,_fails toke ~p_ -the
--Note several interesting things about the formulary . First, the basic form
probably ran : Thus may God (or the gods : '°lohirn can mean both ; the verb's
number determines the choice) do to me and thus may he (they) add, if/if not
lo') a specified future condition occurs . When the speaker used 'im,
"if," the subsequent words expressed what he was determined would not happen (I Sam 3 :17, 25 :22 ; I Kings 20 :10 : II Kings 6 :31) ; when he used 'im lo',
"if not," he was determined that what followed would happen (Ii Sam 19 :14) .
Second, only here in Ruth and at I Sam 20 :13 is Yahweh, instead ,f Elohim,
the name of the deity ; in both these passages there is a purpose fe- this shift
from the basic form, in that there is an important emphasis on Yahweh in these
passages . Third, seven of the formulary passages in Samuel, Kings, and Ruth
use neither 'im nor 'im 10' to introduce the concluding clause ; they all use the
conjunction ki (I Sam 14 :44, 20 :13 ; Ii Sam 3 :9 ; I Kings 2 :23, 19 :2 ; and
Ruth 1 : 17) or ki 'im (1I Sam 3 :35, although many read ii 'inn here) . In this
group of seven there is a variety of syntax in the concluding clause ; several appear to use ki with the same effect as 'irn 10', that is, ki is followed by what the
speaker was determined would happen (I Kings 19 :2 ; 1 Sam 14 :44 ; 11 Sam 3 :9 ;
and 11 Kings 2 :23 are all ambiguous) . There is enough variation in this group
which employs ki, however, for other considerations to play a pari in determining the precise meaning .
Two proposals about our passage arc warranted . First, since Ruth has just
said in verse 17a, "Where you die, I shall die and there be buried," the oath
comprising verse 17b should bear at least some relation to this assertion,
especially to its last word . Sufficient archaeological data is now available concerning burial practices in Palestine in biblical times to show how it can be
said that people are not separated even by death . Family tombs were the
dominant feature, and after decomposition of the flesh was complete, hones
were gathered in a common repository in the tomb, either in an ossuary or in
a pit cut out of the rock in the floor of the tomb . A body might h ., placed in
the tomb to decompose, or, if the family member died at some distance from
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home, the body could be interred at the distant spot and then the hones gathered up several months later for transport to the family tomb and deposit in
the repository (cf . It Sam 21 :10-14) . Following Eric Meyers (134 33 [1970],
10-17), we can see in this practice the background for the concept of being
"gathered to one's fathers ." In this sense, but not in the sense of a blessed reunion after death, Ruth's final and climactic sentence promises loyalty to death
and to the grave, including the adoption of Israelite burial custom . This interpretation opposes the position of most recent commentators, who tend to
find the idea "only" implied in the word order (which places the noun "death"
ahead of the verb, thus emphasizing the noun) : "for death alone will separate
me from you ." Our translation also sees the noun as emphasized . See further
P . W . Lapp, Pittsburgh Perspective 19 (1968), 139-56 ; and E . F. Campbell,
Jr ., ibid ., 22 (1971), 105-19 .
The second proposal is that the story-teller purposely altered the standard
form here by using the name Yahweh instead of Elohim . This is the only time
the name occurs on Ruth's lips, while Naomi, Boaz, and the citizens of Bethlehem use it quite frequently in a variety of blessing and complaint forms . This
final part of Ruth's dramatic avowal is climactic in another sense then : with
no particular fanfare, she joins the people whose God is Yahweh.
19 . the two of them . Again the feminine dual (cf . last NOTE on 1 :8) . It
should be noted, however, that the infinitive construct used to say "until they
came" in this verse has a feminine plural suffix, although with an unusual
form (cf. Jer 8 :7) .
When they arrived in Bethlehem . Two good L,-,,X witnesses, B and the
Lucianic group, omit this clause ; even more striking, the Hexapla, while having
it, did not mark it with an asterisk, as it usually does when something is to be
added to the Greek to bring it into conformity with the Hebrew tradition (see
R . Thornhill, VT 3 [1953], 240, n . I) . Is the clause after all purely redundant?
The answer must be emphatically in the negative . This sentence begins a new
episode, as the opening wayhi (which I have not reflected in the translation as
such) clearly indicates . Quite probably the Hebrew text lying behind the two
shorter Greek witnesses bad undergone a haplography, the scribe's eye jumping
from the first Bethlehem to the second one . See the COMMENT .
war excited . Masoretic pointing makes the verb a Niphal of the root hwm;
the same form of the same verb expresses the excitement in the Israelite camp
when the ark of the covenant was brought in I Sam 4 :5 and the rejoicing at
Solomon's anointing which dismayed Adonijah in I Kings 1 :45 . The Greek approaches the same sense in all three places with "resound," and the Syriac
captures it better with "rejoice ." The reaction is certainly one more of delight
than of pity ; hence, the question which follows, "Is it Naomi," is not to be
taken as expressing shock at what time and suffering have done to Naomi, but
rather delighted recognition .
the women . It is only the feminine plural verb form which shows that it is the
townswomen who surround the returning pair ; at 4 :14, when this "chorus" returns, they are specifically identified as "the women ." Apparently, the absence
of any identifying noun here is original ; the LXX and OL translate the verb
as plural, but their languages do not show gender distinction, so the nice touch

OA'TIlS. The security of a society demands that
its menihcrs speak tl+c truth in crucial situations and
keep their promises in matters of serious import . The
oath is an ancient and wtivcrsal utcans oI im(rress
ing this obligation on the rcsponsihlc parties in an
agreement or ill] investigation . The oi)ligalion is lor(ihcd by holy words and holy acts which create coufidcnce and afford a sense of security that serves to
hold (he community together .
The oath was an important part of the cult life
of the Ilehrcw community, as it was among other
peoples . '1'iu- legal prgccdure of' which the oath was
a pall was closely associated with IJ)c-SJ!Tlnly clllil
Ilc j(ricsthocd, l+eiallse the oath as a holly a t was
Sac rohccs_tceo+npauicdthe oath in wool c liou wilt)
properly pronounced in a sacred place or admin- n covenant, The Ill hicty idiom for n)al ittg a c:oyststcrrtl'li a Go1y 1 c ; -isitn, in tout o t or conncclion narnl is "to cut a coscnamt with" son+eoue . In Arabic
sstdi holy objects . Perjury and the violation of an the verb gasama, "cut ." in the causative stint, nq .cnmn,
oath
well , serious matters, the profanation of Ill( ,
nu •a ns "to swear'," and the noun gamin n+oans''oall+ ."
. na me of the Loll (1 .ev . 19 :12), whirl+ could not go In the sat lilices of the covenant the animals were cut
unpunished (Ezek . 17 :13, lfi, 18-19) . An oath most in two, and ouc or both par tics passed between the
be kept, though to one's hurl (Ps . f5 :4), and even pieces ((ten . 15 :1(1, 17) . In jct . 31 :111 Ilws~wllp,_
rash oaths (Lev . 5 :1-1) . 'I'll(, covenant between Isaac break the. covenant with till- Lord arc told that they
and Abimclcch was hacked by mutual oaths at the will he n ado like the call which They cut in two and
sacred well of oaths, Rccr-shcba (( :en . 26 :28-31) . passed between its palls . This suggests that till, oath
Thee oath for the suspected adulteress was adn+in- w-hicll hound the parties to a covenant play have
istcred with a drink of holy water containing dust stipulated in the conditional curse That the violator
I-torn the tahernaclh floor (Nuts . 5 :17) . ,Jephthah,
should he treated like the sacrificial animal . The
he a ht'. became chief of the Gilcadilcs, "spoke all Lord's covenant with Israel was conceived as having
his words before III, Lcncn at Nfixpah" (judg . 11 :1 I) . been sealed by mntu :d oaths, so that the promises
These words were probably pron+iscc of exploits of the covenautl arc rcterrecl lo as things that the Lord
which he s wore. t o carry out on behalf of the people, swore to do (Gin . 21 :7 ; 2t1 :3 ; 50 :21 ; Exod . 13 :5, 11 ;
and it is likely that both pates sealed their agree- 33 :1 ; Num . 14 :1(1, 311 ; 12 :1 1 ; I)eut . 1 :13, :15 ; (1 :111 : ell .) .
fluent wills oaths . The old sanctuaries at Gilgal and 'I'ltcre are two varieties of oaths in (h( , OT . Till .
lleth-aver were places where. oaths were adulin- generic term npl7'C' designates du • situpler futon . The
istered and taken (Ilos . •1 :15) . At the time of the tool of the word is the same as that of the nun+lx •r
composition of Solomon's prayer of dedication of the seven, and the verh "lo swear" is the reciprocal
temple, oaths were administered (store the temple verbal ;+spiel (1Vip/roll y72' ., which indicates that
altar (1 Kings 8 :31-32 ; 11 Ghr . 6 :22-2 :3) .
Ihcc sweater in sonic way enters into a relationship
The oath is validated by the invocation of 'a deity, wills the magical number seven . In Ills oath between
which for the Israclile should he moot' other than Abraham and Ahimslech al Recr-shoha (the well of
"die Lord, the God of heaven and caulk ." Till . 'I'hird
seven, or well of the oath), Abraham set apart sever
Gomtnandmenl (Bxod . 20 :7) forbids Ihl- invocation of cwt' lambs ;Is a witness that he clog the well (Gin .
Ill( . Lord's name for evil inlcnl, wliicl+ would include 21 :22-31) . According to Ilc •r odolus (3 .8), in Arah
a false oath, black tragic, or the like . Thee psabnist covenant oaths seven stones w . c .re siucaued with
(Ps . 1(1 :4) declares that he will not lake the moue of hlood . 'fibs second u •r n+, n5tt, often translated "oath."
another god on his'fips . (laths by the god Ashin+al+ properly means "curse ." The two terms arc used
of Samaria, and boat hen gods a( the shrines of tan jointly (Nom . 5 :21 ; Nc( . 10 ;2!1 ; Dan . 9 :1 I) . The
and Beer-sheba, airs condemned by Amos (11 :11) . 'Tile oath lot the suspcclcd adulter . c •s s is termed the "oath
Jews of Elephantine in Egypt took oaths by the of the curse," flit n2lsit' (Nom . 5 :21) . The curse
deities Anattyahu, Ilaramhothel, and the I'gyptiau is pronounced by ill , priest, and the woman accepts
goddess Sati . In later lint(- one swore try heaven,
it by saying : "Amen, Am en ." 'I'll(- terror of the cruse
earth, Jerusalem, the temple, or one's own .'l'he
head
is calcnlaled to )xUac( a concession bout the guilty,
oath by one's head, common in Arabic, was also in advao+ce of the adnti listrattiou of the oath, and
apparently frt'cluunl in Jesus' day (Matt . 5 :3h) . In
was doubtless successful in many cases . When, e .g .,
I Ghr . 12 :19 the Philistines swr<u by their heads .
Micah heard his mother's curse on (If( , thief who had
The oath is accompanied by symbolic acts . The'
stolen her eleven hundred pieces of - .silver, he
gesture of the_ oath was to raise the hand toward
proulplly conh •s sed the (heft (Judg . 17 :2) . For the
`j heaven (Gin . 11 :22 ; 1)eut . 32 :4 ; Dan
. 12 :7 (both suspected adulteress it was not sufficient simply to
hands] ; Rev . 10 :5-6 lie right hand]) . To lift the have her acccpt the curses by saying "Amen" to
Ilu •
hand, therefore, means to swear, and even God priest's words ; the curses were written (],)%\n and
sleets thus (Exod . (1 :11 ; Ezck . 2(1 :5) . It is by his tight the words washed till into the hitter water which the
hand that the Lord swears (1sat . (12 :8 ; cf . the Arabic avontaot wits made to drink ; Ihc+s she look the poison
oath by thl- right hand of Allah and the meaning . of fhcc curses into her body . If she were gnilly, the
oath" for the word panliu, "right hand") . In Ps . 1-11 : curses would surely take effect ; ]fill if innocent, she
8 "whose right hand is a right hand of falsehood"
would be immune . A fanciful example ol'n written
refers to those who swear falsely .
close with magical power is given in '/och . 5 :1--1 .
The swearer may lay hold of some sacred and
whirl' the prophet sees a+ vision of a large flying
potent ohjerI, as Ilu , genitals of the patriarch ((,in .
scroll inscribed will) a comprehensive curse for every
24 :2 ; 47 :29) . Thee rabbis understood tlu • placing of
Ibief in the land ; the scroll enters the house of the
lie hand under the (high as an oath by Abraham's
Ihisf and the one who swears falsely by the Lord's
circuurcision (cf. Midrash Rabbi, Palestinian Tarname, and destroys the house . '1 •h is Vision was af, .,
gum, and Rashi) ; but in view of the importance of
part'nlly called forth by the prophet's suspicion that
the divinee girl and atlribule' of fertility wloirh the
there well- many ll+ievcs in the land who had Taken
male organ symbolized, it semis nnlikcl y Ihal This
the oat( of innocence falsely .
fin'tn of oath had originally anything to do Wills cir'I he (till, onexpurgaled bill Ii iuclndcs a conditional
cunrcision . The. Loci- Jewish cuslon+ ol'taking (old
curs,.• intended to carry lh( • conviction that the
of the Scriptures or plrylactcrics in a judicial oath
swe ;n- cr is speaking the truth . The +note serious the
furnished the model for the )trescnl-day proceclure
issuee al slake, the more terrible would be the curses
of swearing on the llible .
That all , designed to cufon-c the oath . Iicyause -1-11rc
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liar svhicIt the curs(, ituluccs, the actual content of / According to the N"1', ,Jesus' attitude toward the
Ilic •

(-( l ist . i s e,re(t_tt ;trily sllpptcssed, (caving only all

prev ;dcnce of the o ;elle in everyday Jewish life it

i's sc t'tcticel cacti of the uaih . A connuon oath IimoceLY` semblcd that o1 the I' ;ssenes, who, ;is Josephus tells

of the O • I' is' "May

ell) so to no- and

us ( Wal I I .s'iii .li), isleeno d swearing on ordinary

nmt-c also, if'" I do, or do not, thus and so (Ruth 1 :

occasions as worse than perptt- y . ,Jesus urged that

17 1 Sane . 3 17 ; 11 :41 ; II Sam . 3 :35 ; I Kim 's 2 :2 :1) .
'I Ills tumuli ntay he varied and eetadc utore Cull-

all oaths he oncitted (Mall . 5 :34 ; ( f. Jas . 5 :1')) . Luis
own use ill' "Aneue, Amcn " however, while not

lchalic by file wearer's prtutteleialion of his own

spicily an o ;uli, is it solemn asst •v eralion akin to an

u :uuc (I Sans . 20 :13 1 25 :22 ; II Sans . 3 :9) . When Ibis

oath and gut's bcyuud the simple "Ye . s" and "No"

( ;call Ihi • I,or31

161 111111a is used by the pagan nut-Israelites Jezebel "'hitlt he reconlownded (Matt . 5 :37) . His strictures
(I Kings 19 :2) and Ilea-ballad (I Kings 211 :1(1), it has against oaths by the Icnticlc, the tcntltlc gold, the
it polytheistic Icuet, svilh the verb in the plural : "So altar, or heaven (Matt . 23 :111-22) are aintt I at the
may the gods do to nu', and more also ." As God is casuistry which aucntltted to classify Oaths accordlike guardian of the uaih and fulfils or nullifies the ing to degrees of' validily . Neverthe'le'ss, let the trial lee
cutscs in accord ;uxc with )dtsllee, one- may make his
defi'ne'd to custom in sonic measure : when the high

asscveration an oath icy calling God to witness (i :eu .
31 :5)) ; I Sane . 12 :5 ; 21) :23 (reading 'edk instead of
'adhl ; 11 Cur . 1 :23 ; Gal . 1 :21) ; Phil . 1 :11) or to watch

priest asked simpl y if he had no answer to the tes(itteoty against him, It(- remained silent ; only when

(It(- high priest adjured hint by the living God to say

(( ;( , It . 31 :49) or to judgc (Gcn . 31 :53) . Since ill'
validity of the• oath depends ultitet :uely ou the drily
who sane lions it, the most common asseveratiott is :
"As (ht' Lc)tett lives" (Juclg . 11 :1)) ; 1 Saut . 19 :39, 45 ;
19 :6 ; 2(l : :1, 21 ; 25 :2(1, :I4 ; 2(1 :10, 19 ; 211 :1(1 ; 29 :6 ; e(c .),

whether lu : was (hl' Christ, did ht' give answer (Matt .
26 :63) . This is in at cordance • with the Mishna
(Shebu . 4 .13 , that if oral' adjures another by heaven
;utd c ;trlh, it is not binding, but if one adjures an. name's, it is binding .
other icy owe of the divine
to whit' It one may acid it like assevcralion by (hl' life
Peter's denial at the trial (Mall . 211 :(19-75) covers
(If the persons to svhotn he is speaking (I Sans . 2(1 :3 ; all three modes of Jewish asscverathcn . First, he
II Salt
. 11 :11) . 'I'Ite Lord swcars by his owo fill' simply denied, then he denied with an oath, atul
(Gz( k . 17 :16 ; Zeplt . 2 :9) or by himself (( ;(-it . 22 :1(1) .
lastly he invoked a curse un himself and swore that
'I'hc rcluctancc to pronoun( t • the lull uaih rtplele
hl' did not know the man .
with imprecations, lot li •a t that, even Illough (Iiviuc
Paul uses a forut of with atusted ill the O'1' when
agency is assumed, the words Ihentst lvcs might inhe, calls God to witness his asseveralion (II Cur . I :
diet harm, icd to the suppression ill the condifioual
2 :3 ; Gal . 1 :2)) ; Phil . I'll) .
curse and the further reduction oh the litrtuttla t util Oaths had an important place aulong the sec-

only a vestige of (It( .. protasis retrained : "il " and "it

lariats ill Qumran .

not ." With the ontissiott of the curse in the apo(losis,
lht' positive conditional proutsis hecomcs a negative

allegiance to the. law %\-its rceluire(1 of every candidate for tu •n )hership in the order . The text of the

asscvcratiet (if I du thus and So, ntay I Ice acctusi'f
-i .e . . I sternly will not do it), and the negative eundi(ion hecoules ;t positive ;csseveraliuu (it I du out thus

and so, nuty I he ac( ursed- i .(_, I surely will do it) .
In a li•,s' cases set' have the full litrnt of the' with

With elahoralton ul the closes (Ntem .5 :19-211 ; Pss .
7 :4-5 ; 137 :5-fi) . 'Phew arc exceptional cases, where

the usstur is grave and the emotion is very strong . Fire
e lassie example' is Joh's apology for his lit'(! (('h . 31),
Which consists ul a curt ul negative. confession in OW
lot nc of a series of oaths complete' with curses, which
call down of) Itintsc •I f such Ialaueities as loss of, plopCrly, alienation of his wife, (ht' nititilaliun and maiming of his body, et c . In extremity of desperation and
in his anxiety to ieuprcss hoth God and his beanie's
with his sincerity and innocenec, Jub breaks the
taboo and calls down oil hintsilf the most terrible
curses I)e can conceive . Ilere we sec the oath in all
its force as a kind of ordeal and spiritual cotrthal .
I'llc sw•C arcr puts his whole soul and all that he has
into the uaih and exc'e'ls himself to file utmost to
prove his integrity . TIcc tension is t'xtrcntc, but the
just than will hear up under it, while the unJnst man
will brt'ak under iile sit ; t in . h t nom ancient titters it
is probable that lit(- families and Inneseholds of the
opposing patties stood behind liltc principals and
gave their sttppeeI and ((,laced then)st'lvts in jeopardy .
In Dcut . 21 :1-1(1 till' elders of the city nearest the
place w'he're, a slain mart is Ibund take responsibility
ten' the whole city and uliirtn the city's innuccnce and
ignorance of the killing below the Lure .

AD

oade of strict and complete

oath is not given, but it was certainly rcinlitreetl with
curses, which arc. several times r'e'ferred to in (he
Manual of I)is( ipiinc its like "Curse's of the Cov-

errant"

(rat 7n M5K),

and similarly in the Damascus

Ducutu•n t .

Se't' 131 .GSStNGS AND (
.UtcStNGS ; (,cve'NAN1; VOWS .
/Jihliq rn/thp . J . l'rdn'rsen, Do Kill bet dtx .Sn'sdtle'n (1414) ;
•J Ilcutpel, "Die israelilistiten Ausch :nnutgon stunt 5c•G cn and
flneh itt l .iehle allnrictlalisehet P ;oallelet," tl)AIG, IV
(1925), 2(l IF ; S . Blank, "The (;arse, ISlasphetty, the Spell and
( i t( . Oady" Il1'( :.4, 23 (145)1-51), 73-95 ; V . R"gers, "'I lie its,tit 'm') in an ( .)alb," Jltl ., 7-1 ( 1955), 272-73t t`1 . ( :reelbetg,
"Tile Ilcbrew Ocelie ('atti,Ie flu)/IN,'' f/li ., 7li (1457), 31-34 .
:
NI . 11 . Pot,
OIIAIIAIJ a'ha (it' .)
is , servant of 1't .
I . 'I'll(- chief of King Ahab's household, cetul a devote follower of Yahweh (I Kings 111 :3-1(i) .
2 . A descendant of David (I ( :hr . :1 :21) .
3 . A chief of the tribe of Issachar, ;lit(] a son of'
Izrahiah (I (air . 7 :3),
4 . A Ilcuj :uuinite, son of Aze •I (I ( :Ire' . Ik311 ; 9 :44) .
5 . A Les'ilc who seas atnuttg the first exiles to re •lure to Jerusalem (I (lltr . 9 :16), Ile is called Ahda
in Neh . 11 :17 .
ii. A Gaditt' chief who joined David's army and
IX •canu• an officer (I Chr. 12 :9) .
7 . The father of Ishmaiale, one of the chicks of
Z.chulun in the last days oh 1),cvid (I ( :hr . 27 :19) .
13 . Oral' of the prince's svhunt King jelioshaphio
sent to teach like "hook ul law of (he' Lout)" to the
people in all the cities of Judah (1I (Set, 17 :7-9) .
jinlzj7,
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21 . And we hypothesized that the life did fling
itself upon the land, and did evolute mightly, bringing
forth small protozoa and great mammals . Thus we
guessed, and we say that guess is good .
22 . And they did mutate, with an exceeding great
mutation, and many did become fro and reptiles .
1s were the fifth
23 . And the frogs and the reptiles
ten billion years .
24 . And we hypothesized that snakes became cows,
and rats became birds ; each crawling creature became
great in mind and stature .
25. And we hypothesized that things that swim
did change to things that creep, and things that creep
changed to things that walk . And we say this guess
is good .
.20 . And we hypothesized that the great ape became
man, and man is made in the image of an ape, and
he is brother to the monkey, cousin to the cow, and
son of nothing.
27 . So as apes became men, they evolutionarily
divided, male and female divided they them .
28 . But Cod did look down from his heaven, and
did speak with an er ; sayin ~,f, "Is this the man to rule
the earth? A money's brother? A half ape? Lucifer,
Son of the Morning, what mischief thou bast wrought
upon by world ."
29. And God said, "Lo, ape-fraction, upon thee is
my anger kindled, and upon thee shall I place a curse
to divide thee from my creations ." And the Lord waxed
wroth, and the earth did tremble in the heat of His
anger .
30 . And He sake a curse upon the ape-man, and
upon all his seed forever . "Behold, upon thee shall I
set a mark, and all men shall know thee by thy speech,
and ye shall use great words for small thins, great
Latin words for tiny creatures, and this is thy mark
and thy curse .
31 . "And ye shall be called biolo~ ; ists, which is to
say, those
those wino know much, and understand nothing,
and you must ponder the guts of fro s all of your days,
knowing muscles and glands, but mowing not man,
nor even frogs, as a whole ." And this curse did end
the sixth ten billion years, which is the end of this
record, and the beginning of the record of God's creation, which is in THE FIRST BOOK OF MOSES,
CALLED GENESIS .

1 . In the beginning, there was soup .
2. And the soup was of carbon, and ammonia was
also in it . And an ultra-violet wave did play upon
the surface of the soup .
3 . And the ultra-violet wave was a polymerizing
.
agent, and there was polymerization
4 . And the soup became thick, and it became
known as the primeval fluid .
5 . And the thin soup was called non-reacting residue,
and the thick soup was called organic slime . And the
thick soup and the thin soup were the first ten billion
years .
6 . And we hypothesized that amino acids did appear in the midst of the thick soup, and they did autocatylitically polymerize .
7 . And we hypothesized hat the aminoic slime did
separate from the thin soup ; even the compounds that
were organic from those that were inorganic : and we
know this was .
8 . And the organic and the inorganic were the
second ten billion years .
9 . And we hypothesized that the aminoic slime
did strive mightily, and it became virus : and we know
this was .
10 . And we called the virus living, and it did
thrive : and we know that this is true .
11 . And we hypothesized that the virus brought
forth plankton, and protozoa, and their seed (lid seek
status ; and this seeking of a higher status than their
fathers is evolution, and we know this was .
12 . And the plankton brought forth fish, and the fish
brought forth fowl, each generation ranking higher than
its father, evoluting progressively, and we know that
this is good .
13 . And the fish and the fowl were the third ten
billion years .
14-18 . And we hypothesized that many things did
occur in verses fourteen through eighteen, even things
concerning stones and earth, which is geology, and
things concerning suns and stars, which is astrophysics ;
and these things we know not of, nor can we mention
them, for behold, we are biologists, and hyperspecialization is sacred to our nature .
19 . And the stones and the stars were the fourth
ten billion years .
20 . And we have hypothesized that the waters
brought forth slime, and the slime did bring forth life,
and the life did commence its evolution in the waters
of the earth .

-Kent Peterson
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"In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth .
"And the earth was without form, and void ; and darkness was upon the face of
the deep . And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters ." (Gen . 1 : 1, Z .)
Any question as to when that bet ;innitig was is largely futile because unanswer able . In the first place we have no time unit b y which to treasure back through the
ages to the tithe at which, so far as the earth is concerned, tithe began .
Years are as inadequate in any attempted survey of the stages of earth development as are miles to the astronomer who would span the distances of interstellar
space, lie speaks in terms of light--years, such unit being the distance traversed
by a ray of light speeding on at the rate of approximately 186 , 000 miles per second
throughout a year .
Secondly , we are without information as to what . stage of earth development is
indicated by "the beginning ." And what is a beginning in nature? At best it is
but a new start in advance of what had passed up to that point of time ; and every
beginning is an ending of what went immediately before, even as every consummation
is a commencement of something greater , higher, and therefore superior to the past .

THE EARTH OLDER THAN MAN

To the thoughtful mind there can be no confusion of the beginning spoken of
in the opening verse of Genesis with the advent of matt upon the changing earth ;
for by the scriptural record itself we learn of stage after stage, age after age of
earth processes by which eventually this planet became capable of supporting
life--vegetable, and animal and human in due course .

Whether or not scientists have been able to see, however dimly, the way by
which the earth as an orb in space was formed, matters little except as a subject
of academic interest . For many years it was very generally helieved that the
earth, once formless and void , passed through stages of cooling of superheated
gas to liquid, thence to the solid state, as the 1Jebular Theory assumed ; but this
conception has given way to the later thought that the earth as a solid spheroid
has resulted from the bringing together of particles once diffused in space--this
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being the basis of the Planetesimal Hypothesis .
But this we know, for both revealed and discovered truth, that is to say both
scripture and science, so affirm- that plant life antedated animal existence and that
animals preceded man as tenants of earth .
--

LIFE AND DEATH BEFORE MAN'S ADVENT

According to the conception of geologists the earth passed through ages of
preparation, to us unmeasured and immeasurable, during which countless generations of plants and animals existed in great variety and profusion and gave in part
the very substance of their bodies to Help form certain strata which are still exis
tent as such .
-

The oldest, that is to say the earliest, rocks thus far identified in land masses
reveal the fossilized remains of once living organisms , plant and animal . The coal
strata , upon which the world of industry so largely depends, are essentially but
highly compressed and chemically changed vegetable substance . The whole series
of chalk deposits and many of our deep-sea limestones contain the skeletal retrains
of animals . These lived and died, age after age, while the earth was yet unfit for
human habitation .

FROM THE SIMPLE TO THE COMPLEX

From the fossil remains of plants and animals found in the rocks the scientist
points to a very definite order in the sequence of life embodiment, for the older
rocks , the earlier formations, reveal to us organisms of simplest structure only,
whether of plants or animals . These primitive species were aquatic ; land forms
were of later development . Some of these simpler forms of life have persisted until
the present time , though with great variation as the result of changing environment .
Geologists say that these very simple forms of plant and animal bodies were
succeeded by others more complicated ; and in the indestructible record of the rocks
they read the story of advancing life from the simple to the more complex, from the
single-celled protozoan to the highest animals, from the marine algae to the advanced
types of flowering plant--to the apple-tree , the rose , and the oak .
What a fascinating story is inscribed ttpvn the stony pages of the earth's crust!
The geologist, who through long and patient effort has learned at least a little of the
language in which these truths am writtern, finds the pages illustrated with pictures,
which
fidelity
detail excel the best efforts of our modern engravers, lithographers and half-tone artists . The pictures in the rocks are the originals, the
rest at best but copies .
for

of

In due course canto the crowning work of thi
than! Concerning this all-important event we
are at hopeless and irreconcilable variance .
ever it be, as an exaggeration . 1)iscrepanci'
our knowledge of pertinent facts is extended
rocks for man to decipher ; but lie has also
I

eative sequence, the advent of
Id that scientists and theologians
d the assumption or claim, whichtrouble us now will diminish as
creator has made record in the
directly regarding the main stages
t-
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of progress by which the earth has been brought to he what it is . The accounts can
; though mail's internot be fundamentally opposed ; one can not contradict the other
pretation of either may be seriously at fault .

ADAM A HISTORIC PERSONAGE

So far as the history of man on the earth is concerned the scriptures begin with
the account of Adam . True , the geologist does not know Adam by name : but he knows
and speaks of man as an early , continuing and present form of earth - life, above and
beyond all other living things past or present .
We believe that Adam was a real personage, who stands at the head of his race
chronologically . To my mind Adam is a historic personage, not a pre-historic being,
unidentified and uncertain .
If the Usher chronology be correct, or even approximately so, then the beginning
of Adamic history as recorded in scripture dates back about 1000 years before the
birth of Christ . We as a Church believe that the current reckoning of time from the
birth of Christ to the present is correct, namely 1931 years--not from last New Year's
day , January 1, but from the month that came to he known among the Hebrews as
Nisan or Ahib, corresponding with our late March and early April . So we believe
that we are now living in the 1931st year since the birth of Christ, and therefore 5931
years since the beginning of the Adamic record .
This record of Adam and his posterity is the only scriptural account we have of
the appearance of than upon the earth . But we have also a vast and ever-increasing
volume of knowledge concerning man, his early habit's and customs, his industries
and works of art, his tools and implements , about which such scriptures as we have
thus far received are entirely silent . Let us not try to wrest the scriptures in an
attempt to explain away what we can not explain . The opening chapters of Genesis,
and scriptures related thereto, were never intended as a text-book of geology , archaeology , earth-science or man-science . Holy Scripture will endure, while the conceptions of men change with new discoveries . We do not show reverence for the scriptures
when we misapply them through faulty interpretation .

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CAUSES

I- here has been much discussion over the alleged conflict between the teachings of
science and the doctrines of the revealed word concerning the origin of man . Let it be
remembered that the term origin is almost invariably used in a relative sense . The
mind of man is unable to grasp the fundamental thought of an absolute or primary origin .
Every occurrence man has witnessed is the result of suite previously acting cause or
purpose : and that cause in turn was the effect or result of causes yet more remote .
Perhaps we have never been able to trace an effect to its primary or original cause .
Man may say that lie understands the origin of an oak in the acorn from which it sprang ;
but is not the acorn the fruit of a yet earlier oak , and so in reality rather a continuation
than a beginning'? Yet there is something fascinating in the thought of a beginning ; the
persistence of a process once started is far less mysterious than its inception .
It is not enough to refer effects to the FIRST GREAT CAUSE ; it is unsatisfying and
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not always reverent to answer questions as to how things came to be what they are by
the easy statement that God made them so . With such an answer the scientific man has
little patience . The fact that all created things are the works of God and that all processes
of nature are clue to furls as the administrator of law and order is to the scientific mind
an axiom requiring neither argument nor demonstration . The botanist knows that God
makes the plant grow ; but he , weak mortal , is devoting time and the energy of body
mind and spirit, to a study of the way in which God works such a marvelous miracle .
The geologist knows that God created - the earth : but the best effort of his life is put forth
in the hope of finding out in some degree, however small, the method by which the
Creator wrought this wondrous world . The astronomer gazing into the starry depths sees
in their orderly procession the Lord Eternal walking in His majesty and might ; and in
humility the student of tlie'heavenly bodies spends days and nights striving to learn a
little of the way in which God worked out the marvel of the universe .
In proportion as any one of these may learn of the ways of God he becomes We . To
be able to think as God thinks , to comprehend in any degree His purposes and methods,
is to become in that measure like unto Him, and to that extent to be prepared for eventual
companionship in llis presence . Tire scientist is busily engaged in the study of secondary
causes--the ways and means by which God works and through which lie accomplishes
His miracle, ever beginning, never ending- - and in his search for the truth the student
of science scarcely dares lift his eyes to look toward the First Great Cause, the Eternal
Power that stands and operates behind and above all the secondary causes, or what we
call the processes of Nature .

THE ORIGIN OF MAN

The question involved in the origin of man therefore, is not raised as a challenge to
the belief and declaration that he c ame. t o earth through Divine direction, but is in the
nature of an inquiry as to the conditions under which lie carne . There are marry who
claim that mail's advent upon the earth was effected through processes of evolution from
lower forms, processes that had been operative for ages, processes by which man is
made kin to the brute and a development from the lowest type or organisin . Others
affirm that lie differs from all mortal creatures of lower rank, not only in degree but in
kind ; in short, that he is not one with the animal creation and that therefore his coming
was in no sense a natural and necessary result of earlier animal life . Discussion on
this question has developed intense animus, and too often the quest for truth has been
lost sight of in the strife for triumph .
In speaking of the origin of man use generally have reference to the creation of marl's
body ; and, of all the mistakes that than has made concerning himself, one of the greatest
and the gravest is that of mistaking the body for the man . The body is no more truly
the whole man that is the coat the body . The man, as an individual intelligence . existed
before his earthly body was framed and shall exist after that body has suffered dissolution
Let it not be assumed that belief in the existence of man's spirit is a conception founded
upon scriptural authority only ; on the contrary , let it be known that it is in accordance
with the best and most advanced scientific thought and philosophic belief of that day to
hold that mail consists of spirit and body ; and Divine revelation makes plain that these
together constitute the soul .
"e have difficulty in comprehending processes for which we find no analogy in thing=
familiar . Even were it possible for us to know in detail the way in which the body of man
was formed and then endowed with the power of procreation , insuring the perpetuity of

the race, it would throw but little light upon the subject of the ultimate origin of
man . We know but little of things beyond the sphere upon which we live except as
information has been revealed by a power superior to that of earth, arid by an intelligence above that of man . Notwithstanding the assumption that man is the culmination
of an evolutionary development from a lower order of beings, we know that the body
of roan today is in the very form and fashion of iris spirit, except indeed for disfigurements and deformities . Tile perfect body is the counterpart of the perfect spirit and
the two are the constituent entities of the soul .

BY WHAT STANDARD"?

Much depends upon the standard by whiicli we judge as to whether any particular organism shall be pronounced of high or lower rank . By the standard of powers
of flight , in which the bird excels, man is a very inferior being ; if judged by fleetness of foot he is far below the deer ; by gage of strength lie is inferior to the horse
and the elephant ; and yet man holds dominion over these and all other living things of
earth . In certain important points of body - structure man stands low in the scale if lie
be graded strictly in accordance with the accepted standard of mammalian anatomy .
In the course of creative events the earth carne to a condition fitted for the abiding
place of the sons and daughters of God ; and then Adam came forth upon the earth . But
the beginning of man's mortal existence upon the earth was not the beginning of man ;
he had lived before, even as he shall live after the earth has passed away and its place
taken by a new earth and a new heaven .

MAN AND THE APE

It has been stated by certain extreittists that evolution affirms that man is in the
line of posterity from the ape . But scientists today discredit this view
The most that
even radical evolutionists assert is that the similarity of structure between man and
certain apes indicates the possibility of a common ancestor of tile two ; but between man
and the ape there are more essential differences than resemblances .
True, man does not excel in strength of limb, agility, or speed, but in the Godgiven powers of mind and in the possession of superior ambition and effort . Hear tile
words of one who until his death was regarded as among the foremost of American
geologists , James D . Dana :
"Marl , !; origin has thus far no sufficient explanation (coin science . His close velalions in structure to the manapes are utiquestionahle . They have the same number of
bones with two exceptions, and the bones are the same in kind and structure . The
muscles are mostly the same . Goth carry their young in their arms . The affiliations
strongly suggest coinniunity of descent . But the divergencies . . . especially the cases
of degeneracy in man's structure, exhibited iii his palmigrade feet and the primitive
character of his teeth, allying him in these respects to the Lower Eocene forms, are
admitted proof that lie has not descended from any existing type of ape . In addition,
man's erect posture makes the gap a very broad otne . The brute, the ape included,
has powerful muscles in the back of the neck to carry the head in its horizontal position , while man has no such muscles , as any one of the species can prove by crawling
for a while on 'all fours' . Beyond this, the great size of the brain, his eminent intel-
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lectual and moral qualities . his voice and speech , give him sole title to the position
at the head of the kingdoms of life .
In this high position, lie is able to use Nature as his «ork-mate, his companion, and
his educator , and to find perpetual delight in her harmonies and her revelations . . .
"Whatever the results of further search , we may feel assured, in accord with
Wallace, who shares ,vith Darwin in the authorship of the theory of Natural Selection,
that the intervention of a Power above ~,'ature was at the basis of man's development .
Believing that Nature exists through the will and ever-acting power of the Divine Being,
and that all its great truths, its beauties, its liariis vies, are manifestations of His wisdom arid power, or , in the words nearly of Wallace, that the whole universe is riot merely
dependent on, but actually is, the will of one Supreme Intelligence, Nature, with man as
its culminant species, is no longer a mystery ." James D . Dana, MANUAL OF GEOLOGY
4th edition, page 1036 .
These lines were written shortly before the death of the writer- - and constitute his
last testament and testimony as to the origin of the species to which lie himself belonged .

MAN'S ["LACE IN NATURE

In the work already cited, the same author wrote :

"Man stands in the successional line of the quadrumana, at the head of the
animal kingdom . But lie is riot a primate among primates . '1'h - quadrunrana are , as
Cuvier called them, quadruniana from the first to the last, They are hrute in animals,
as is manifested in their carnivore--like canines and their powerful jaws ; in their
powerful muscular development ; in their walking on all fours, and the adaptation
thereto exhibited in the vertebrae , producing the convexity of the back ; and also in
other parts of the skeleton . Man, on the contrary , is not quadrutnanous . . .
"Man was the first being , in tine geological succession, capable of an intelligent
survey of Nature and a comprehension of her laws ; the first capable of augmenting his
strength by bending Nature to his -,P-vice , rendering thereby a weak body stronger than
all possible animal force ; the first capable of deriving happiness from truth arid goodness ;
of apprehending eternal right ; of reaching toward a knowledge of self arid God ; the first,
therefore, capable of conscious obedience or disobedience of a moral law, arid the first
subject to debasement of his moral nature through his appetites .
"There is in rnan, therefor , a snirittral element in which the brute has no
share . His power of indefinite progress, his thoughts and desires that look onward
even beyond time, his recognition of spiritual existence and of a Divinity above . all
evince a nature that partakes of the infinite and divine . Man is linked to the pzst
through the system of life, of ,vhicii lie is the last, the completing, creation . But,
unlike other species of that closing system of the past, lie , through his spiritual nature,
is more intimately connected with the opening future ." -- Dana, pages 1017-18 .

A LATER AUTHORITY

Let me cite a later aulltoritv than Dana . Among the living no anthropologist has
been more pronounced in upliolding the theories of Darwin and Latnarck than Dr . Henry
Fairfield Osborn .
By the theories mentioned man was said to have risen from tree-clirobitig apelike ancestors . In his address as retiring president of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science, December, 1919, Dr . Osborn affirms the untettability
of the views lie had so lung -and aggressively advocated . Ile regards the human bones
unearthed at Piltdown, Sussex, England, as typical of the "Dawn Man," who was in
every distinguishing characteristic, a matt, not part man and part ape, but as to
brain capacity and other evidences of mentality equal to some races now living . Yet
Osborn holds to a communal origin of man and anthropoids related in structure,
away back in the late Tertiary age of geologic history .
Thus theories come, endure for a season and gu , like the fungi of the night ;
nevertheless they serve their purpose as temporary aids in human thought and
endeavor .

THE TIME ELEMENT

The outstanding point of difference between those who take the opening chapters
of Genesis and cognate scriptures as the whole and only reliable record of the creation
of earth and man, and the students of earth-science who fail to find an adequate rec ord in scripture , is the point of time during which man in some state has lived on
this planet .
Geologists and anthropologists say that if the beginning of Adamic history dates
back but 6000 years or less , there must have been races of huntart sort upon earth
long before that time--without denying , however , that Adamic history may be correct, if it be regarded solely as the history of the Adamic race .
This view postulates, by application of Uaria's affirmation already quoted .. "that
the intervention of a power above Nature" brought about the placing of, let me say,
Adam upon earth .
It is but fair to say that no reconciliation of these opposing conceptions has been
effected to the satisfaction of both parties . We have not yet learned how to correlate
geologic time-periods with terms of years, except as estimates, for which no absolutely dependable foundation tray be found .

NOBILITY OF ADAM'S RACE

I do not regard Adam as related to--certainly not as descended from--the
Neanderthal , the Cro-Magnon, the Peking or the Piltdown matt . Adam came as
divinely directed, created and empowered, and stands as the patriarchal head of
his posterity--a posterity, who, if true to the laws of God, are heirs to the Priest-
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hood and to the glories of eternal lives .
Were it true that man is a product of evolution from lower forms , it is but
reasonable to believe that lie will yet develop into something higher . While it is a
fact that eternal progression is a characteristic of man's Divine birthright, as yet
we have learned nothing to indicate that man shall develop physically into any
other form than that in which he now appears .
Many attempts have been made be those who regard roan as an animal to frame
some definition by which lie may he distinctively described among his fellow animals ;
but of such attempts none have been satisfactorily successful . 'I lie difficulty lies
in the fact already stated, that man differs from the animal creation not only in
degree but in kind ; lie is the only being who has any conception of a preexistent
state or an existence beyond the grave ; the only I'eing whose thoughts turn toward
God and who feels in his soul the inspiring impulses of kinship to Deity . Believe
not those who would make man but little above the brutes , when in truth lie is but
little below the angels, and if faithful shall pass by the angels and take his place
among the exalted sons of God . The spirit of man i s the offspring of the Eternal
Father, and his body, if unmarred, is in the very form and fashion of that spirit .

THE ANTE-MORTAL STATE

We have been told that Jesus Christ is in very truth our F.lder Brother, and as
to Ilis preexistence in the spirit state there is little roori for question . That His
spirit was in the form of the earthly body with If(- afterward took, and which body
was slain, buried, and resurrected, and with which body He ascended into heaven,
is attested by scripture . Going back to the time immediately following the dispersion
from Babel, we read of a prophet to horn the unenibodied Lord revealed himself,
saying : "Behold, this body, which ye now behold, is the body of rriy spirit ; and
Plan have I created after the body of my spirit ; and even as I appear unto thee to be
in the spirit will I appear unto my people in the flesh . " (Book of 1'lornron, Ether 3 : 16)
It is evident from this scripture that in His preexistent state , that is to say in
the state in which lie existed prior to His earthly birth, Jesus Christ had the same
form and stature that lie afterward Presented in the flesh . By natural processes his
spirit shaped for itself a body from the material of earth, which body underwent a
course of graded development until it reached maturity, in which state that body
was the counterpart of the spirit whose material tabernacle it was . As with Jesus,
s) with all the sons and daughters of C- 1 ; each had a spiritual existence before lie
(entered upon this stage of mortal existence, and in each case the body is formed and
fashioned by the power of the immortal spirit . h, this process of body-shaping . the
spirit may be hindered, Hampered, and interfered with, through influences of heredity , through prenatal defects , or through accident and disease .
As to how were formed the bodies of the first Htnnan hcinf .;s to take tabernacles,
ttiC revealed word gives no details while science has practically nothing to offer by

way of explanation . As liana so positively declares in the work already cited, "Man's
origin has thus far no sufficient explanation from science ."
Mart's mortal existence is but temporary to this earth ; lie carne hither (torn another
rcairn, in which he lived in an unenibodied state and to which, in the natural order,
he shall return in a disembodied state, following the change known as death . After
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the body of the first man had been made ready through the direct operation of the
creative power, the spirit of man entered that body . Note the sublimity of the scriptural declaration ; "And the Lord God formed marl of the dust of the ground, arid
breathed into his nostrils the breath of life ; and marr became a living soul ." (Geri . 2 : 7)

A POWER ABOVE NATURE

In the study of all the created things over which he has dominion, man has found
it possible to investigate with some degree of success the secondary causes, or natural
processes through which the creative power has operated to bring about the system
that we designate as Nature ; but in the study of his own eternal self he is brought at
once to the contemplation of the First Great Cause as to his origin . The power that
lies at the basis of man's development is " a Power above Nature ." That is to say,
man, as a mortal being , exists as the result of a special and particular creation . Throui2I
graded stages the earth was brought into a state suited to the support of life . In order-,
ly sequence plants and animals appeared ; and when at last the world was prepared
for its royal ruler, he cattle, even as had been declared :
"And God said, I,et tts snake loan ill our image, after our liketress : and let them
have dominion over the fish of the sea , and over the fowl of the air , and over the
cattle , and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the
earth .
"So God created man in his own innage, in the image of God created he hire ; male
.
and female created he there
''And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and
replenish the earth, and subdue it : and have dominion over the fish of the sea, arid
over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that rnovetlt upon the earth ."
(Geri . 1 : 26-28)
Such is the declaration of scripture regarding Adam's advent upon earth ; and
such is a fair summary of our knowledge upon the subject .

EVOLUTION, TRUE AND FALSE

Evolution is true so far as it means development, and progress, and advancement
in all the works of Cod ; but may of the vagaries that have been made to do duty
under that name are so vague as to be unacceptable to the scientific mind . At best,
the conception of the developnv'nt oof man's body It otn the lower- forms through evolution art- processes has been but a thecry, an unproved lrypotlresis . Theories may be regarded as the scaffolding upon which the builder stands while placing the blocks of
truth ill position . It is a grave error to mistake the scaffolding for the call, the flimsy
and temporary structure for the stable and permanent . The scaffolding serves but a
passing purpose, important though it be, and is removed as soon as the walls of that
part of the edifice of knowledge have been constructed . Theories have their purpose
and are indispensable, but they must never be mistaken [or demonstrated facts . The
Holy Scriptures should not be discredited by theories of men ; they can not be discredited by fact and truth . Within the Gospel of Jesus Christ there is room and place
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for every truth thus far learned by man, or yet to be made known . The Gospel is not
behind the times, on the contrary it is up-to-date and ever shall be .
It is natural for the young and immature mind to think that what to it is new must of
necessity be new to the world . Comparatively inexperienced students are discovering
from time to time apparent discrepancies between the faith of their fathers and the
development of modern thought ; and these they are apt to magnify and exaggerate ,
when as a matter of fact, their great-grandfathers met the same seeming difficulties
and yet survived . Believe not those who assert that the Gospel of Jesus Christ is
in any way opposed to progress or inconsistent with advancement .

.IN THE LINEAGE OF DEITY

Man is the child of God, lie is born heir to boundless possibilities , the inheritor
of the eternities to come . Among mortal beings, the law holds true that the posterity
of each shall be after his kind . The child therefore may become like unto the parent ;
and man may yet attain the rank of godship . lie is born in the lineage of Deity, not
in the posterity of the brute creation .
I cite my words of an earlier day, with a quotation .

MAN'S RELATIVE LITTLENESS

The insignificance of man in comparison with the earth oil which lie dwells, and
even with limited topographical features of his world, has ofttimes been dwelt upon .
Draw to scale a towering mountain and a man standing at its base or on its summit-what does the man amount to? But then the earth as a planet is small compared with
some others of its own system, to say nothing of the relative sizes of earth and sun .
In turn , our entire solar system, in the measurement of which miles cease to have
meaning--so vast it is--ranks low in dimensions as we gage if with other families of
worlds in the great galaxy of stars to which it belongs, and that immeasurable galaxy
is but one among many, and not the greatest of them all .

DREAM VISION OF THE INFINITE

This hour is not well suited to the presentation of mathematical data relating to
the extent of the universe ; though it may permit us to indulge the contemplation of
thought-pictures, bewildering though that indulgence may be . John Paul Richter's
DREAM VISION OF THE INFINITE has been brought to English readers through several
renditions ; and I ask you to follow or accompany me through one of these, generally
worded along the lines of the version given us b y Thomas De Quincey :
"God called up from dreams a moan into the vestibule of heaven, saying 'Come
thou hither and I will show thee the glories of my house .' And to the servants that
stood around the throne lie said "Fake the man and strip from him his robes of flesh ;
cleanse Iris vision arid put a new breath into his nostrils ; only touch not with any
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change his human heart--the heart that fears and trembles .'
"it was clone ; and, with a mighty angel for Isis guide, the man stood ready for his
infinite voyage . Then, from the terraces of heaven, without sound or farewell, they
wheeled away into endless space . Sometimes , with solemn flight of angel wing, they
fled through Zaarralis of darkness, through wildernesses of death that divided the
worlds of life . Sometimes they swept over frontiers that were quickening under prophetic
motions from God .
"Then , from a distance that is counted only in heaven, light dawned for a time
through a sleepy film . By unutterable pace the light swept to them, they by unutterable
pace to the light . In a moment the rushing of planets was upon them ; in a moment the
blazing of suns was arou nd .them .
"Then carne eternities of twilight , that revealed , hut. were not revealed . To the
right hand and the left towered mighty constellations , that by self--repetitions and
answers from afar, that by counterpositions, built tnp triumphal gates, whose architraves
whose archways--horizotital, upright--rested, rose--at altitudes, by spans--that
seemed ghostly from infinitude . Without measure were the architraves, past number
were the archways, beyond memory the gates!
"Within were stairs that scaled the eternities alwve, that descended to tile etertlitles
below .v ; ahove eras below, below was above, to the mall stripped of gravitating body .
Depth was swallowed up its height insurmountable ; height was swallowed up in depth
unfathomable . Suddenly, as t!tus they rode front infinite to infinite, suddenly as thus
they tilted over abysmal worlds, a mighty cry arose--that systems more mysterious,
that worlds more billowy , other heights and were coming , were nearing , were at hand!
"Then the man sighed and stopped, shuddered and wept . His overladen heart
uttered itself in tears ; and lie said 'Angel, I will go no farther ; for the spirit of man ache
with this infinity . Insufferable is the glory of God, Let me lie down in the grave and
hide myself from the persecutions of the infinite ; for end, I see, there is none!'
"And from all the listening stars that shone around issued a choral chant, 'The man
speaks truly ; end is there none that ever yet we heard of .' 'Ftid is there none?'
the angel solemnly demanded . "Is there, indeed, no end? Arid is this the sorrow
that kills you? , Then the angel threw up his glorious hands to the heaven of heavens,
saying 'End is there none to the universe of GOD! Lo, also, there is no beginning!' "

THE SPIRITUAL GRANDEUR OF MAN

What is mane in this boundless setting of sublime spletulor? I answer yotr : Poteritiall
now, actually to be, lie is greater and grander, ,,tore precious according to the arithmetic of Cod, than all the planets acid sums of space . For him were they created ; then
are the handiwork of God ; man is His Son! In this world man is givers dominion over
a few things .
"The heavens declare the glory of God ; arid the firmament showeth His handiwork .
(Psa . 19 : 1 . ) Incomprehensibly grand as are the physical creations of the earth and
space, they have been brought into existence as means to an end, necessary to the
realization of the supreme purpose , which in the words of the Creator is thus declared :
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"For behold, this is my work and my glory--to bring to pass the immortality and
eternal life of man ." (Pearl of Great Price, page 4 . )
It is decreed that this earth shall become a celestialized, glorified Sphere ; such is
the revealed word . Science has nothing to say on the matter ; it can neither refute
nor prove . But the Lord, even God, hath spoken it--and so shall it be! Amen .

N

Figure 2-A
Accounts of the Creation From Genesis, Moses, and Abraham
The First day of Creation
Genesis 1
N the 'beginning 'God 'created
the 'heaven and the `earth .
2 And the earth was without
'form, and void ; and 'darkness was
upon the face of the deep . And the
'Spirit of God 'moved upon the face
of the waters .
3 And God •s aid, Let there be
'light : and there was light.
4 And God saw the light, that it
was 'good : and God divided the light
from the darkness .
5 And God called the light 'Day,
and the 'darkness he called Night .
And the evening and the morning
were the `first 'day .

I

Moses 2

Abraham 4

AND it came to pass that the Lord

AND then the Lord said : Let us

spake unto Moses, saying : Behold, I
r eveal unto you concerning this
'heaven, and this 'earth ; 'write the
words which I speak . I am the Beginning and the End, the 'Almighty
God ; by mine 'Only Begotten I
'created these things : yea, In the
beginning I 'created the 'heaven,
and the earth upon which thou
standest .
2 And the earth was without 'form,
and void ; and I caused 'darkness to
come up upon the face of the deep ;
and my 'Spirit 'moved upon the
face of the water ; for I am God.
3 And 1, God, said : Let there be
*light ; and there was light.
4 And I, God, saw the light ; and
that light was 'good . And 1, God,
divided the 'light from the darkness .
5 And I, God, called the light Day ;
and the darkness, I called Night ;
and this I did by the -word of my
power, and it was done as I'spake ;
and the evening and the morning
were the first `day .

go down . And they went down at
the beginning, and they, that is the
'Gods, 'organized and formed the
'heavens and the earth .
2 And the earth, after It was
formed, was empty and desolate,
because they had not formed anything but the earth ; and *darkness
reigned upon the face of the deep,
and tile Spirit of the Gods 'was
brooding upon the face of the
waters .
3 And they (the Gods) said : Let
there be light ; and there was light .
4 And they (the Gods) comprehended the light, for It was bright ,,
and they divided the light, or
caused It to be divided, from the
darkness .
5 And the Gods called the light
Day, and the darkness they called
Night . And It came to pass that
from the evening until morning
they called *night ; and from the
morning until the evening they
called day ; and this was the first, or
the beginning, of that which they
called day and night .

Figure 2-C
The Second Day of Creation
Genesis 1,
6 q And God said, Let there be a
, firmament In the midst of the
waters, and let It divide the waters
from the waters .
7 And God made the firmament,
and divided the 'waters which were
under the firmament from the
waters which were above the firmament : and it was so .
8 And God called the firmament
, Heaven . And the evening and the
morning were the second 'day.

Moses 2-

Abraham 4

6 And again, I, God, said : Let there
6 And the Gods also said : Let there
be a •firmament In the midst of the
be an 'expanse In the midst of the
water, and It was so, even as I spake ; waters, and It shall divide the waters
and I said : Let it divide the waters
from the waters .
from the waters ; and it was done ;
7 And the Gods ordered the ex7 And 1, God, made the firmament
panse, so that It divided the waters
and divided the 'waters, yea, the
which were under the expanse from
great waters under the firmament
the waters which were above the
from the waters which were above
expanse ; and It was so, even as they
the firmament, and It was so even as
ordered.
I spake .
8 And the Gods called the expanse,
8 And I, God, called the firmaHeaven . And It came to pass that It
ment 'Heaven ; and the evening
was from eveninguntllmorning that
and the morning were the second
they called night ; and It came to
day .
pass that it was from morning until
evening that they called day ; and
this was the second 'time that they
called night and day .
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Figure 2-B
Reflections on the First Day of Creation
Genesis 1

1 . A terse account.

Moses 2

1 . Things were created by "mine Only
Begotten ."

2 . "'Without form and void' . . . should
be read, empty and desolate ."
(Teachings, p . 181 .)

2 . "f, God," is spoken in first person .
More authoritative .

3 . God Identified in the third person
singular.

3 . God caused darkness to come upon
the face of the deep .

4 . Light is provided, probably not from
our own sun.
5 . Day and night are divided .
6. The day Is Identified as starting In the
evening and ending in the morning .
Jewish customs reflect this belief
even today . Their Sabbath begins at
sundown .

4 . Account reflects Joseph's revision of
Genesis .
Much of the wording,
however, Is the same as in the
Genesis account .

Abraham 4

1 . Abraham wrote his account in view of
the plans that were made In the
grand council of the Gods .
2 . Gods are identifed in the third person
plural .
3 . Light is provided.
4 . Day and night are divided .
5 . Beginning of the first time that they
called day and night .

5. Light is provided before the sun and
the moon are created .
6. Day and night are divided .

Figure 2-D
Refleclons on The Second day
Genesis 2

Moses 2

Abraham 4

1.

The waters are separated, those
above from those beneath .

1 . Few changes made by Joseph Smith
regarding the second day's activities .

1 . Abraham's account uses the term
expanse in place of firmament.

2.

The firmament appears to be the
atmosphere, the skies, or the
heavens .

2 . God continues to speak In first
person.

2 . Events are completed as ordered on
this day .

3 . The waters are separated, those
above from those beneath .

3.

3 . The heavens are prepared so that
rain may fag later .

The waters are separated, those
above from those beneath .
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Figure 2-E
The Third Day of Creation

0
Genesis 1
9 q And God said, Let the 'waters
under the heaven be gathered together unto 'one place, and let the
dry land appear : and it was so .
10 And God called the dry land
'Earth ; and the gathering together
of the waters called he Seas : and
God saw that It was good .
11 And God said, Let the earth
bring forth 'grass, the herb yielding
seed, and the fruit tree yielding fruit
after his kind, whose seed is in Itself,
upon the earth : and it was so.
12 And the earth 'brought forth
grass, arid herb yielding seed after
his kind, and the tree yielding fruit,
whose seed was In Itself, after his
'kind : and God saw that If was
good .
13 And the evening and the morning were the third day.

Moses 2

Abraham 4

9 And 1, God, said : Let the 'waters
under the heaven be gathered together unto 'one place, and it was
so ; and I . God, said : Let there be
dry land ; and it was so .
10 And 1, God, called the dry land
'Earth ; and the gathering together
of the waters, called 1 the Sea ; and 1,
God, saw that all things which I had
made were good .
11 And 1, God, said : Let the earth
bring forth 'grass, the herb yielding
seed, the fruit tree yielding fruit,
after his kind, and the tree yielding
fruit, whose seed should be In Itself
upon the earth, and it was so even as
I spake .
12 And the earth brought forth
grass, every herb yielding seed after
his kind, and the tree yielding fruit,
whose seed should be in itself, after
his 'kind ; and 1, God, saw that all
things which I had made were good ;
13 And the evening and the mornIng were the third day.

9 And the Gods ordered, saying :
Let the 'waters tinder the heaven be
gathered together unto 'one place,
and let the earth come up dry ; and It
was so as they ordered ;
10 And the Gods pronounced the
dry land, Earth ; and the gathering
together of the waters, pronounced
they, 'Great Waters ; and the Gods
saw that they were obeyed .
11 And the Gods said : Let us prepare the earth to bring forth 'grass ;
the herb yielding seed ; the fruit tree
yielding fruit, after his kind, whose
seed In Itself yleideth Its own likeness upon the earth ; and It was so,
even as they ordered .
12 And the Gods organized the
'earth to bring forth grass from Its
own seed, and the herb to bring
forth herb from Its own seed, yieldIng seed after his kind ; and the
earth to bring forth the tree from Its
own seed, yielding fruit, whose seed
could only bring forth the same in
Itself, after his kind ; and the Gods
saw that they were obeyed .
13 And It came to pass that they
numbered the days ; from the evening until the morning they called
night ; and It came to pass, from
the morning until the evening they
called day ; and it was the third
time .

Figure 2-G
The Fourth Day of Creation
Genesis 1
14 q And God said, Let there be
'lights In the firmament of the heaven to divide the day from the
night ; and let them be for 'signs, and
for 'seasons, and for days, and years :
15 And let them be for lights in the
firmament of the heaven to give
light upon the earth : and It was to.
16 And God made two great lights ;
the 'greater light to rule the day and
the lesser light to rule the night : he
made the 'stars also.
17 And God set them In tile 'firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth,
18 And to rule over the day and
over the night, and to divide the
light from the darkness : and God
saw that it was good .
19 And the evening and the mornIng were the fourth day.

Moses 2

Abraham 4

14 And I, God, said : Let there be
'lights In the firmament of the heaven, to divide the day from the
night, arid let them be for signs, arid
for seasons, and for days, and for
years ;
15 And let them be for lights in
the firmament of the heaven to give
light upon the earth ; and it was so .
16 And 1, God, made two great
lights ; the greater 'light to rule the
day, and the lesser light to rule
the night, and the 'greater light was
the sun, and the lesser light was the
moon ; arid the stars also were made
even according to my word .
17 And 1, God, set them fn the
firmament of the heaven to give light
upon tile earth,
18 And the 'sun to rule over the
day, and the moon to rule over the
night, and to divide the light from
the 'darkness ; and 1, God, saw that
all things which I had made were
good ;
19 And the evening and the mornIng were the fourth day .

14 And the Gods organized the
'lights in the expanse of the heaven,
and caused them to divide the day
from the night ; and organized them
to he for signs and for seasons, and
(or days and for years :
15 And organized them to be for
lights In the expanse of the heaven
to give light upon the earth ; and It
was so .
16 And the Gods organized the two
great lights, the 'greater light to rule
the day, and the lesser light to rule
the night ; with the lesser light they
set the stars also ;
17 And the Gods set them In the
expanse of the heavens, to give light
upon the earth, and to rule over the
day and over the night, and to cause
to divide the light from the 'darkness .
18 And the Gods watched those
things which they had 'ordered until
they obeyed .
19 And It came to pass that It was
from evening until morning that It
was night ; and It came to pass that
it was from morning until evening
that It was day ; and It was the
fourth time.

Figure 2-F
Reflections on the Third Day of Creation
Genesis 1

1 . The land emerges from the water and
becomes dry .
2 . The land mass was probably in one
piece, not fragmented as continents
and Islands are now . (See D&C
133 :23-24) .

Moses 2

Abraham 4

1 . God Is still speaking In first person .

1 . Land and water are separated, as in
Genesis and Moses accounts .

2 . The land is separated from water, as
in the Genesis account .
3 . Plant life is brought forth .

3 . God commands the earth to bring
forth the vegetation .

2 . Different point of view is introduced in
this account .
Here the earth Is
prepared to bring forth plant life but
vegetation is not placed on the earth .
3 . The earth was organized to bring
forth vegetation .
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Figure 2-H
Reflections on the Fourth Day of Creation
Genesis 1

Moses 2

Abraham 4

1 . Two great lights are made, the sun
and the moon, and also the stars.

1 . No significant changes on this day
from the Genesis account .

1 . The gods organize the lights In the
"expanse" of the heavens .

2 . This is after the events of the first day
when "light" was created .

2 . God speaks in first person .

3 . These heavenly bodies are to be for
signs, seasons, days, and years .

3 . Some greater detail . The greater light
Is identified as the sun and the lesser
light as the moon . Things were made
according to God's word .

2 . The sun, moon, and stars may have
been organized away from where the
earth was first organized.
3 . The earth at this point in the Lord's
time was yet near Kolob, not yet
receiving its light from our present
sun and moon (see Abraham 5 :13) .

Figure 2-I
The Fifth Day of Creation
Genesis 1,

Moses 2

20 And God said, Let the °waters 20And 1, God, said : Let the waters
"bring forth abundantly the moving
bring forth abundantly the moving
creature that bath life, and efowl creature that hath life, and fowl
Vital may fly above the earth in the which may fly above the earth in the
open firmament of heaven,
open firmament of heaven .
21 And God created "great whales,
21 Arid I, God, created great
and every living creature that
•w hales, and every living creature
moveth, which the waters brought
that moveth, which the waters
forth abundant)y, after their kind,
brought forth abundantly, after
and every winged fowl after his kind :
their kind, and every winged fowl
and God saw that it was good .
after his hind ; and I, God, saw that
22 And God blessed theta, saying,
all things which I had created were
De fniltful, and •m ultiply, and fill
good .
the waters In the seas, and let
And
God, blessed them, saymultiply In the earth .
Ing : Be fruitful, and *multiply, and
23 And the evening and the mornfill the waters In the sea ; and let
Ing were the fifth day .
fowl multiply In the earth ;
23 And the evening and the mornIng were the fifth day .

fowl

22

I,

Abraham 4
20

us

22

will

And the Gods said : Let
prepare the waters to bring forth
abundantly the moving creatures
that have life ; and the fowl, that
they may fly above the earth In the
open expanse of heaven .
21 And the Gods prepared the
waters that they might bring forth
great "whales, and every living creature that moveth, which the waters
were to bring forth abundantly after
their kind ; and every winged fowl
after their kind . And the Gods saw
that they would be obeyed, and that
their plan was good .
And the Gods said : We
bless
them, and cause them to he fruitful
and multiply, and fill the waters In
the seas or 'great waters ; and cause
the fowl to multiply In the earth .
23 And It came to pass that It was
from evening until morning that
they called niellt : and it came to
pass that It was from morning until
evening that they called day ; and it
was the fifth time .

/

Genesis 1
24 9 And God said, Let the earth
bring forth the living creature after
11Is'kind,cattle . antiCreeping thin6,
and beast of the earth after his kind :
and It was so.
25 And God made the beast of the
earth after his kind, and cattle after
their kind, and every thing that
creep, th upon tire earth alter his
kimt : and Cod saw that It uns good .
26 tf And God said, Let 'us 'tnahe
'man In our 'Image . after our 'like
nest : and let them have 'dominion
over the ash of the sea, and over the
fowl of the all, and over the cattle,
and over all the earth, and over
every creeping tiring that creepeth
upon the earth.
27 So God created man In his or,,t
I mage, In the Image or God created
he him : male and 'female created he
than .
25 And God blessed them, and God
aid unto them, Be -fruit . . 1, and
Pmultlply, and •t epienish tire'earth,
and subdue It : and have, 'durninion
over the ash of the sea, and over the
fowl of the air, and over every living
thing that moveth apron the earth.
29 y And God said, Behold, I have
ill ,n you every herb bearing seed,
width 1s upon the face of all tire
earth, and every tree, in the which s
the fnilt of a tree yielding seed ; to
you It shall be for --at .
30 And to every beast of the earth .
and to every fowl of the all, and to
every thing that creepeth upon the
earth, wherein there is Ilfe, I hart
III
every green herb for -meat
:
endT"It was so.
31 And God saw every thing that he
had made, rind, behold, It wa, very
'good- And the evening and the
morning were the 'sixth day .
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Figure 2-K
The Sixth Day of Creation
Moses a

Abraham 4

24 And I, God, said : Let the earth
74 And the Cods oemared tat
cane, ro brig forth the living seesbring forth the living creature after
lure sire, hit kind. Cattle and ,ricerhis kind, Cattle, and creeping things,
Ing mop . and heat" of the ear"'
and beastsitof the earth alter their
after their kind : and It rat ere, u
1,
au
was so ;
they had raid.
25 And 1, Cod, made the beasts of
2s And the Cod, organized the
to bring for"' the bcatu "her
the eaAs fter their kind, and cattle
-11h kind, and
their
s he aner their
after their kind, and everything
kind . and every taint that creevcth
which - •eepeth upon the earth after
upon the earth auif is kind ; and
his kind ; and 1 . God, saw that as
the Coda saw Uty bald obey .
these thing, were good .
the Cod+ tmk ---l a26 And I, God, sold unto mine
nun n,
rronthanseivoadnid
:Letu,go
-Only Begotten, which was with me
down and Yore, man in our'unage,
aner our liken <u ; and we .111 Rive
from the beginning : Let us 'make
them dominion over the fish of the
man in our 'Image, after our likesea, and over the fowl of the ab, and
nets ; and It was so. And I, God,
all
over the Cattle, and
said : Let them have 'dorninion over
rth,anduv veryrreepingthing
hes of the sea . and over the
everytn
tiring
wrreepin,
,or
that go the upon
fowl of the air, and over the cattle .
77 S
e 'Gods
t do- to
aganuemalnUelrown'ImaRe,ln
and over all the earth, and over
the Image of the Cod, to form they
every creeping thing that eteepeth
him. male and female to form they
upon the earth.
27 And l, God, created man In
the'"•
2e And the Code,sa :New111ties
.
mine own 'image . In the Image of
ehem. And the Gods said : we -111
mine Only Begotten created I him ;
u
them w huurul and -10male and (,male created I them •
i lp and replenish the -,h, and
28 And I, God. Messed them, and ul„iue h, and to have dominion
c r she Mfr of Ue sea . er over
said unto them : Be -fruitful, and
the mwl or the air, ad over every
11"
sod ugly, and replenish the earth,
., thing that moveth upon the
and subdue It, and have dominion
over the fish of the sea, and over the
39 And the Cod, said : Peiwld, see
fowl of the air, and over
wn1 give than every herb bearing
thing that moveth upon the ea
earth .
seed that shall tome upon the factor
all
29 And 1, God, sold unto man : Be•
the earth, and every its, which
•hall have fruit upon It : yea, the
hold . I have given you every herb
fruit of the use yl,ldmg eed to
bearing seed, which Is upon the face
wui give Ire It hail be for
them
of all the earth . and every tree In the
4z,
which shall be the fruit of a tree 11hdrar1
yielding seed ; to you it shall be for
„sod o every fo ' of
•u 'and t1.
-meat.
every thing that attpeth
'he upon she
30 And to every beast of the earth,
arch . t ohnid . we will give U<m iii,,
and
also
we
will give ro them every
and to every fowl of the nit, and to
peen herb for ,at. and ail there
everything that creepeth upon the
thing than he thus or aned .
earth, wherein I grant life, there
l1 And the roes told : We will de
shall be given every clean herb for
ver y tbmg that we hate old, and
meat ; and it was so, even as I spoke .
or ga nh, them ; and behold, they
saw
everything
Mall
be very obedient. And it earn,
31 And 1, God •
to
pan that it wa+irom evening unthat I had made, and, behold . all
'It morning they caned night : and It
things which I had made were very
tame top n that It w,, from morngood ; end the evening and the
Ng tu"I evalng that they .lied
morning were the 'sixth day .
day ; and they numbered the -sixth
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~a1~av~tinRSn~tha~~`~~a~n\Ct~aln~
Genesis 1

1 . God commands the waters to bring
forth life.
2. The fowls are created to fly in the
firmament, or skies .
3 . All life is commanded to multiply after
its own kind .

)doses Z

Abraham 4

1 . God Is still speaking in first person .

1.

2 . God creates the fish of the sea and
the great whales .

2 . They also prepare for every winged
fowl .

3 . Winged fowl are created .

3 . The gods stale they will bless the fish
of the sea and the winged fowls to
multiply (future tense .)

4 . All fish and winged fowl are
commanded to multiply after their
kind .

The gods prepare the waters for life-

J

Figure 2-L
Reflections on the Sixth Day of Creation
Genesis 1

Moses 2

1 . God made the beasts, cattle, and
creeping things .

1 . God creates the beasts, cattle, and
creeping things .

2 . God creates man and woman.

2 . Man and woman are created .

3 . Man and woman to have dominion
over all other life .

3 . They are commanded to multi l
subde the earth, and have dominion
over the animals .

4 . They are commanded to multiply .
5 . They were given every herb bearing
seed and the fruit of trees to be used
for meat .
6 . Herbs are given as meat for the
beasts .
7 . Things were pronounced "very Good"
before the Fall .

4 . They are given plant and tree seeds .
Fruits and herbs are to be used for
meat .
6 . All things pronounced "very good"
before the Fall .

Abraham 4

1 . The gods prepare the earth to bring
forth the living creatures, cattle,
creeping things, and the beasts .
2 . The gods take a time), to go down b
form man (future l,
3 . The gods go down to organize man
In their own image .
4 . Male and female go down to form man
and woman . (Note verse 27.)
5 . The gods will bless them.
6 . The gods will give them seeds of
edible plant life .
7 . The animals will be given life.
8 . The gods say they will do everything
as they had planned.

/

Figure 2-M
The Seventh Day of Creation
Genesis 2.

Moses 3

Abraham 5

Tttus the heavens and the 'earth
Titus the 'heaven and the earth
Ann thus we will finish the heavens
were finished, and all the °host of
were finished, and all the °host of
and the earth, and all the 'hosts of
them .
them .
them .
2 Arid on the seventh day God 2 Arid on the seventh day I, God,
2 And the Gods said among themended his work which he had made ;
ended my work, and all things which
selves : On the seventh time we
and he 'rested on the seventh day
I had made ; and I 'rested on the
will end our work, which we have
from all his 'work which he had
'seventh day from all my work, and counseled ; and we will 'rest on the
made.
all things which I had made were
'seventh time from all our work
3 And God blessed the "seventh
finished, and 1, God, saw that they
which we have counseled .
day, and °sanctified it : because that
were good ;
3 And the Gods concluded upon the
In It he had 'rested from all his work
3 And 1, God, 'blessed the seventh
seventh time, because that on the
which God 'created and made .
day, arid °sanctified it ; because that
seventh time they would 'rest from
In It I had rested from ail my 'work
all their 'works which they (the
which I, God, had created and made .
Cods) counseled among themselves
to form ; and 'sanctified It . And thus
were their decisions at the time that
they counseled among themselves to
form the heavens and the earth .

Figure 2-0
The Recapitulation Statements
Genesis 2
4 I These are Vie generations of
the heavens and of the earth when
they were 'created, In the day that
the 'Loin God made the earth and
the heavens,
5 And every 'plant of the field
'before It was in the 'earth, and
every herb of the field before It grew :
for the Lonn God had not caused It
to rain upon the earth, and there was
not a "man to till the 'ground .
6 But there went up a'mist from
the earth, and watered the whole
face of the ground .
7 And the LORD God 'formed'nian
of the 'dust of the ground, and
breathed into his nostrils the 'breath
of life ; and 'man became a living
'soul .

Moses 3
4 And now, behold, I say unto you,
that these are the generations of the
heaven arid of the earth, when they
were 'created, In the day that I, the
Lord God, made the 'heaven and the
earth,
5 And every plant of the field before It was In the earth, and every
herb of the field before It grew. For I,
the Lord God, 'created all things,
of which 1 have spoken, 'spiritually,
before they Were naturally upon the
face of the earth . For I, the Lord
God, had not caused It to rain upon
the face of the earth . And I, the
Lord God, had 4reated all the
children of men ; and not yet a man
to till the 'ground ; for In /heaven
'created I them ; and there was not
yet flesh upon the earth, neither in
the water, neither In the air ;
6 But I, tile Lord Cod, spake, arid
there went up a hnlst from the eat th,
and watered the whole face of the
ground .
7 And I, the Lord God, formed
man from the 'dust of the ground,
and breathed Into his nostrils the
'breath of life ; and 'man became a
living 'soul, the 'first flesh upon the
earth, the first man also : nevertheless, all things were before created ;
but spiritually were they created and
made according to my word .

Abraham 5
4 Arid the Gods came down and
formed these the generations of the
heavens and of the earth, when they
were formed In the day that the
G ods formed the earth and the
heavens,
5 According to all that which they
had said concerning every plant of
the field before it was In the 'earth,
and every herb of the field before It
grew ; for the Gods had not caused
It to rain upon the earth when they
counseled to do them, and had not
formed a man to till the ground .
6 But there went up a mist from the
earth, and watered the whole face of
the ground .
7 And the 'Gods formed man from
the 'dust of the ground, and took his
spirit (that Is, the man's spirit), and
ut it Into him ; and breathed Into
E is nostrils the breath of life, and
man became a living 'soul .

Figure 2-N
Reflections on the Seventh Day of Creation
Genesis 2

Moses 3

I . God ended his work on the seventh
day .

I . God ended his work on the seventh
day .

2 . He rested from all his work .

2 . He rested from all his work .

3 . God blessed and sanctified the
seventh day .

3 . He blessed and sanctified the
seventh day .

Abraham 5

I . The gods will end, or complete, all
their work on the seventh day- -all that
they had counseled to do .
2 . They will also rest from all their work .
3.

These were their decisions in the
premortal councils .

Figure 2-P
Reflections on the Recapitulation Statements
Genesis 2
1 . The statement "and every plant of the
field before it was in the earth, and
every herb of the field before it grew"
is not connected in this account . Its
meaning is unclear .
2 . All things were prepared, but no man
Is on the earth .
3 . Man Is formed of the dust of the
earth .

Moses 3
1 . All things were prepared ; man not yet
on the earth .
2.

Verse 5 appears to be in
enterpolalion . This verse is inserted
here to explain that although the
no n was prepared for life, there was
none yet placed on It . Reference is
made to the fact that all things to be
placed on the earth had a spirit body
creation in the premortal existence .
We have no day-by-day account of
this creation, only this statement that
It happened . Jesus, not Adarn, was
the firstborn of the spirit children of
God .

3 . A mist from the earth waters
waters ft
the
whole face of the a
for
limoe
4 . Man is placed on the earth . He Is the
first flesh and the first man.
5 . The animals come after Adam Is
placed on the earth .
6 . Life is placed on the earth on the
seventh day.
7 . The seventh day Is, therefore,
blessed and sanctified because God
had rested from all his work.
8 . The "rest' of the Lord is defined as a
"fulness of his glory" (D&C 84 :24) .

Abraham 5
1 . The gods do as they had said they
would do .
2 . No rain, no man.
3 . A mist waters the ground .
4 . The gods finally form man and give
him life .
5 . "We are to understand that as God
made the world in six days, and on
the seventh day he finished his work,
and sanctified it, and also formed man
out of the dust of the earth, even so,
in the beginning of the seventh
thousand years will the Lord God
sanctify the earth" (D&C 77 :12) .

IV. A Theological Treatise

"THE MEMPHITE THEOLOGY"
British Museum No. 498 (Shabaka Stone)
The text is carved on a rectangular slab of black granite, which measures
92 x 137 cm . It consists of two horizontal lines, written at the top across
the entire width of the stone, and sixty-two columns which begin on the
left side. In addition to numerous lacunae, the middle portion of the text,
columns twenty-four to forty-seven, has been almost completely obliterated owing to the slab's reuse as a nether millstone .
As shown by its introduction, the text was copied onto the stone by order
of King Shabaka of the Twenty-fifth Dynasty (ca . 710 B .c .), because the
original, written on papyrus or leather, was found to be worm-eaten .
The text is a work of the Old Kingdom, but its precise date is not known .
The language is archaic and resembles that of the Pyramid Texts .
The present translation is based on the studies of Sethe and Junker,
which have achieved an overall understanding of this difficult work . In
matters of detail many obscurities remain . According to Sethe, the text
was a dramatic play accompanied by explanatory prose narrations, and
comparable to medieval mystery plays . Junker, however, saw in it an
expository treatise, written partly in explicatory and partly in narrative
prose and interwoven with speeches of the gods in dialogue form . These
speeches would have been derived from dramatic performances of the
sacred myths with which the text is concerned .
If the text is viewed as essentially a treatise rather than a drama, it is
implied that it has an inner unity and cohesion, and Junker has striven to
demonstrate that this is the case, and has pointed out that it treats consecutively of three interrelated topics : (1) Ptah is the king of Egypt and the
unifier of the land . (2) Memphis is the capital of Egypt and the hinge of
Upper and Lower Egypt . (3) Ptah is also the supreme god and the creator
of the world.
Publication: J . H . Breasted, ZAS, 39 (1901), 39-54 and pls . I-II.
K.
Sethe, Das "Denkmal memphitischer Theologie," der Schabakostein des
Britischen Museums, Unters. z . Gesch . u . Altertumskunde Agyptens, Bd.
X, 1 (Leipzig, 1928 ; reprinted, Hildesheim, 1964) .
H . Junker, Die
Gotterlehre von Memphis, APAW, 1939, Phil.-hist . Kl. no . 23 (Berlin,
1940) .
H . Junker, Die politische Lehre von Memphis, APAW, 1941,
Phil .-hist . Kl. no . 6 (Berlin, 1941).
Discussion and excerpts: A . Erman, Ein Denkmal memphitischer Theologie, SPAW, 1911 (Berlin, 1911), pp . 916-950.
J . H . Breasted, The
Dawn of Conscience (New York, 1933), pp . 29-42 .
J . A . Wilson in
Intellectual Adventure, pp. 55-6o .
S. Sauneron and J . Yoyotte in
Sources Orientales, I (1959) 62-64.
Translation of excerpts : J . A. Wilson in ANET, pp . 4-6.
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(i-2 horizontally) The living Horus : Who prospers the Two
Lands ; the Two Ladies : Who prospers the Two Lands ; the Golden
Horus : Who prospers the Two Lands ; the King of Upper and Lower
Egypt : Neferkare ; the Son of Re : Sha[baka], beloved of Ptah-Southof-his-Wall, who lives like Re forever .'
This writing was copied out anew by his majesty in the House
of his father Ptah-South-of-his-Wall, for his majesty found it to be a
work of the ancestors which was worm-eaten, so that it could not
be understood from beginning to end . His majesty copied it anew so
that it became better than it had been before, in order that his name
might endure and his monument last in the House of his father
Ptah-South-of-his-Wall throughout eternity, as a work done by the
Son of Re [Shabaka] for his father Ptah-Tatenen, so that he might
live forever .
(3) --- [King of Upper and Lower Egypt] is this Ptah, who is
called by the great name : [Ta-te]nen [South-of-his-Wall, Lord of
eternity] ---. (4) --- [the joiner] of Upper and Lower Egypt is he,
this uniter who arose as king of Upper Egypt and arose as king of
Lower Egypt . (S)
(6) --- "self-begotten," so says Atum :
"who created the Nine Gods ." 2

Horus and Ptah Are One
(7) [Geb, lord of the gods, commanded] that the Nine Gods gather
to him . He judged between Horus and Seth ; (8) he ended their
quarrel . He made Seth king of Upper Egypt in the land of Upper
Egypt, up to the place in which he was born, which is Su . And Geb
made Horus king of Lower Egypt in the land of Lower Egypt, up to
the place in which his father was drowned (q) which is "Divisionof-the-Two-Lands ." Thus Horus stood over one region, and Seth
stood over one region . They made peace over the Two Lands at
Ayan . That was the division of the Two Lands .
(i oa) Geb's words to Seth : "Go to the place in which you were
born ." (iob) Seth : Upper Egypt . (iia) Geb's words to Horus : "Go
to the place in which your father was drowned ." (Iib) Horus: Lower
Egypt . (i2a) Geb's words to Horus and Seth : "I have separated you ."
(I2b) --- Lower and Upper Egypt .
(ioc) Then it seemed wrong to Geb that the portion of Horus was
like the portion of Seth . So Geb gave to Horus his inheritance, for he
is the son of his firstborn son .3
(I3a) Geb's words to the Nine Gods : "I have appointed (i3b)
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Horns, the firstborn ." (14a) Geb's words to the Nine Gods : "Him
alone, (i4b) Horus, the inheritance." (i5a) Geb's words to the Nine
Gods: "To this heir, (r5b) Horus, my inheritance ." (i6a) Geb's
words to the Nine Gods : "To the son of my son, (i6b) Horus, the
jackal of Upper Egypt ---. (i7a) Geb's words to the Nine Gods :
"The firstborn, (17b) Horus, the Opener-of-the-ways." 4 (18a) Geb's
words to the Nine Gods : "The son who was born --- (18b) Horus,
on the Birthday of the Opener-of-the-ways ."
(13c) Then Horus stood over the land . He is the uniter of this land,
proclaimed in the great name : Ta-tenen, South-of-his-Wall, Lord of
Eternity . Then sprouted (i4c) the two Great Magicians upon his
head . 5 He is Horus who arose as king of Upper and Lower Egypt,
who united the Two Lands in the Nome of the Wall, the place in
which the Two Lands were united . 6
(i5c) Reed and papyrus were placed on the double door of the
House of Ptah . That means Horus and Seth, pacified and united .
They fraternized so as to cease quarreling (i6c) in whatever place
they might be, being united in the House of Ptah, the "Balance of
the Two Lands" in which Upper and Lower Egypt had been
weighed .
This is the land (I7c)
the burial of Osiris in the House of
Sokar . (18c)
Isis and Nepthys without delay, (i9) for Osiris
had drowned in his water . Isis [and Nephthys] looked out, [beheld him
and attended to him] . (2oa) Horus speaks to Isis and Nephthys :
"Hurry, grasp him ---." (21a) Isis and Nephthys speak to Osiris :
"We come, we take you ---."
(2ob)
[They heeded in time] and brought him to (21b)
[land. He entered the hidden portals in the glory of the lords of
eternity] .
[Thus Osiris came into] the earth (22) at the royal
fortress, to the north of [the land to which he had come . And his
son Horus arose as king of Upper Egypt, arose as king of Lower
Egypt, in the embrace of his father Osiris and of the gods in front of
him and behind him .] 7
(23) There was built the royal fortress [at the command of Geb
---] . (24a) Geb speaks to Thoth :
. (25a-3oa) Geb speaks to
Thoth:
. (31a-35a)
(25b-26b) [Geb] speaks to
Isis:
. (27b) Isis causes [Horus and Seth] to come . (28b) Isis
speaks to Horus and Seth: "[Come]
." (29b) Isis speaks to
Horus and Seth: "Make peace
." (3ob) Isis speaks to Horus
and Seth : "Life will be pleasant for you when
." (3Ib) Isis
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speaks to Horus and Seth : "It is he who dries your tears -. (36-47)
.
(3zb-35b)
Ptah the Supreme God
(48) The gods who came into being in Ptah :
.
(49a) Ptah-on-the-great-throne
(5oa) Ptah-Nun, the father who [made] Atum .
(51 a) Ptah-Naunet, the mother who bore Atum .
(5za) Ptah-the-Great is heart and tongue of the Nine [Go
who bore the gods .
(49b) [Ptah]
(sob) [Ptah]
who bore the gods .

(sib) [Ptah]
(52b) [Ptah]
Nefertem at the nose of Re every d
(53) There took shape in the heart, there took shape on the
the form of Atum . For the very great one is Ptah, who gai
to all the gods and their kas through this heart and throw,
tongue, (S4) in which Horus had taken shape as Ptah, in which
had taken shape as Ptah .
[Alternative rendering: (53) Heart took shape in the form of
Tongue took shape in the form of Atum . It is Ptah, the very
who has given [life] to all the gods and their kas through thi
and through this tongue, (54) from which Horus had come f
Ptah, from which Thoth had come forth as Ptah .] 8
Thus heart and tongue rule over all the limbs in accordant
the teaching that it (the heart, or : he, Ptah) is in every body
(the tongue, or: he, Ptah) is in every mouth of all gods, all nr .
cattle, all creeping things, whatever lives, thinking whatever it
wishes and' commanding whatever it (or : he) wishes.9
(55) His (Ptah's) Ennead is before him as teeth and lips . TI
the semen and the hands of Atum . For the Ennead of Atum can
being through his semen and his fingers . But the Ennead is tht
and lips in this mouth which pronounced the name of every
from which Shu and Tefnut came forth, (56) and which gave b
the Ennead .io
Sight, hearing, breathing-they report to the heart, and it
every understanding come forth . As to the tongue, it repeats wl
heart has devised ." Thus all the gods were born and his EnneE
completed . For every word of the god came about through wh
heart devised and the tongue commanded .
(57) Thus all the faculties were made and all the qualities
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mined, they that make all foods and all provisions, through this
word . <Thus justice is done> to him who does what is loved,
<and punishment> 12 to him who does what is hated . Thus life is
given to the peaceful, death is given to the criminal . Thus all labor,
all crafts are made, the action of the hands, the motion of the legs,
(58) the movements of all the limbs, according to this command
which is devised by the heart and comes forth on the tongue and creates the performance of every thing . 13
Thus it is said of Ptah : "He who made all and created the gods ."
And he is Ta-tenen, who gave birth to the gods, and from whom
every thing came forth, foods, provisions, divine offerings, all good
things . Thus it is recognized and understood that he is the mightiest
of the gods . Thus Ptah was satisfied after he had made all things and
all divine words .
(59) He gave birth to the gods,
He made the towns,
He established the nomes,
He placed the gods in their (6o) shrines,
He settled their offerings,
He established their shrines,
He made their bodies according to their wishes .
Thus the gods entered into their bodies,
Of every wood, every stone, every clay,
Every thing that grows upon him
(61) In which they came to be .
Thus were gathered to him all the gods and their kas,
Content, united with the Lord of the Two Lands . 14
Memphis the Royal City

The Great Throne that gives joy to the heart of the gods in the
House of Ptah is the granary of Ta-tenen, the mistress of all life,
through which the sustenance of the Two Lands is provided, (62)
owing to the fact that Osiris was drowned in his water . Isis and
Nephthys looked out, beheld him, and attended to him . Horus
quickly commanded Isis and Nephthys to grasp Osiris and prevent
his drowning (i .e ., his submerging) . (63) They heeded in time and
brought him to land . He entered the hidden portals in the glory of
the lords of eternity, in the steps of him who rises in the horizon, on
the ways of Re at the Great Throne . (64) He entered the palace and
joined the gods of Ta-tenen Ptah, lord of years .
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Thus Osiris came into the earth at the Royal Fortress, to the north
of the land to which he had come . His son Horus arose as king of
Upper Egypt, arose as king of Lower Egypt, in the embrace of his
father Osiris and of the gods in front of him and behind h im .i s
NOTES

i . The titulary of the king is repeated with Sokar substituted for Ptah .
2. This much damaged section appears to be a summary of Ptah's
claims to supremacy: He is identical with the old Memphite earth-god
Ta-tenen . He is king of Egypt because Horus is a manifestation of Ptah .
And he is the self-begotten creator of all the other gods .
3 . This section narrates, and enacts, the division of the rule of Egypt
between Horus and Seth, which had been decided by the earth-god Geb .
The division is viewed as a temporary settlement, subsequently replaced
by the union of the Two Lands under the sole rule of Horus who now
appears as son of Osiris and grandson of Geb . By viewing the origin of
kingship as a two-stage process, the narration blends two distinct traditions :
that of Horus and Seth as the original rulers of Lower and Upper Egypt,
respectively ; and that of Osiris, son of Geb and sole ruler of Egypt until
slain by Seth, after which event the kingship over all of Egypt was awarded
by the gods to his son Horus .
4. The jackal-god Wep-waut ("Opener-of-the-ways") was often
identified with Horus.
5 . The crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt .
6. This section stresses the identity of Horus and Ptah, an equation
essential to the claim of Ptah's kingship . The "Wall" is the "White Wall,"
i.e ., Memphis.
7 . The body of the slain Osiris had floated downstream and was brought
ashore at Memphis, thereby making Memphis the most sacred spot, and
rightly cast as the place in which the Two Lands were joined . The restorations of the lacunae are made from lines 62-64, where this narrative is
repeated.
8 . The first rendering of this difficult passage is based on Sethe's
translation ; the alternative rendering reflects that of Junker . The difficulty
centers on the two parallel phrases : hpr m h3ty m tit Tm, &pr m its m tit Tm,
in which the use of ljpr m is ambiguous . Sethe's interpretation seems to
me less strained. In any case, the passage expounds the central doctrine
of this Memphite theology : Path, the god of Memphis, outranks Atum of
Heliopolis and all the other gods .
9 . Junker's rendering of this passage, to which I have given preference,
differs from that of other scholars in that he took wnt f to refer to heart
and tongue respectively rather than to Ptah . In his view, this section
embodies a "Naturlehre" which was not originally a part of the theoloS3
of Ptah .
io . Tbough not phrased as an outright repudiation of the Heliopolitat
doctrine, according to which Atum created the gods through onanism
the Memphite theology attempts to supersede it by teaching that Ptal
created the gods through commanding speech .
i x . These two sentences have perhaps been misplaced by the copyin
scribe, for they seem to belong more naturally at the end of line 54 .

1
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iz . Some such restoration is usually inserted here, for it looks as if the
scribe omitted something .
13 . The correct reading of frrt sm n ht nb was given by Grdseloff in
Arch . Or ., 20 (1952), 484-486 .
14. To Sethe and Junker this section appeared incongruous because,
with the account of creation just completed, the text reverts to certain
details of creation . It seems to me that the incongruity disappears if one
realizes that this section is not a continuation of the narrative but a celebration of creation by means of a poetic hymn . The poem of praise, by
which the narration of an action is summed up, makes an early appearance
in the Autobiography of Weni, and becomes a major feature of Egyptian
literature .
15 . Since "in front" and "behind" also mean "before" and "after," the
sentence has been variously rendered . Reasons for preferring the temporal
rendering were adduced by R . Anthes in ZAS, 86 (1961), 83 .

WUBIJ)S WITHOUT NUMBER
MOSES 1 :4-5

-

Worlds without end
Cannot behold all works unless behold all my
glory .

MOSES 1 :10

-

"Man is Nothing"

MOSES 1 :33-35

D&C 88 :5-13

World! without number
Many have passed away .
-

D&C 88 :36-38 -

(Moses 7 :30)

Light and power emanate from God
There is no space in which there is no kingdom
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Men have placed gadgets between us and nature (ie .God)
cannot determine time, dates and directions on our own .

- We

Ancient man believed (M .A .) that the earth was the center of the
universe .
As it became apparent man was riot at the center, it
radically changed man's view of himself .
Then it was realized the
,ui_L- was nQ_t____.__t .he
but a + average member of a family of 1Q0?, QQQ,QQQ, 000(10 Q_bk11jij1)-_SI rs
that make up our Milky Way Galaxy .
Photons of light take time to reach us, consequently the farther
out in space we look, the further back in time we look . We then
are ablet-Q-l_Qok di rj--_cj ly backintothe past .
Some telescopes can look back over a billion years ago cannot observe what is happening at the present- time .

we

Therefore, we cannot attempt to picture the universe or human
drama as it now is unless wed have a complete picture of how it
evolved in time . We must chart the past and future in order to
picture the universe and human drama as it now is .
The light from the Sun is over 8 minutes old . The stars in Orion
we see as they were @3600 years ago . Light and radiation we see
from the other side of our own galaxy left over 50,000 years ago .
Unlike everyone else we believe God is tangible and real and
Abraham tells us by his vision (Fac .#2) that not only is God
Material but Locatable .,_
Distances in space are now
light years .

easonabL

Alpha Centuri is @ 4 .3 light years million miles away .

~,trr

a to about 4 billion

approximately 27 million

Approximately 1 star in 10 cubic par sees ( 1) per size par sec
is about 3 .3 light years or 19 million million miles away)
Our sun is in one Spiral arm

Our Galaxy completes one revolution in @ 200 Million years .

The Universe began expanding about 20 billion years ago
The age of the moon and earth @ 4 .5 billion years .
Planets around star occur s~mmc~ r t.hr rather
question is - Are they habitable?
A STAR to support
requirements .
1.
2.
3.

a

planet

with

life

than rarely .
must

meet

3

The
major

Must be a single rather than cluster 1+
Must be hot enough so radiation will sustain life .
Must have a long enough life stable enough to allow
a planet to evolve .

The EIRSI limits the possible candidates to about 1/2 .
The SFr-DNit2 limits the possible candidates even more . Only about
1/5 of all the stars would be hot enough and not too hot .
The THIRD brings down the possibilities even more . To have the
time required at a constant heat to sustain life
only 1/10 of
all the stars is suitable to sustain a planet with life 1/10 =
10"
For a planet to sustain life, it must be 1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Old enough for stable continents and breathable
atmosphere .
It must be within a fixed distance where life,
as we know it, is possible .
The orbit must be circular .
Night & day must be of reasonable length .
The spin (ie .rotation) must be at such an
angle, that most of the area must experience
day and night .
Gravitational pull must be within certain
bounds .

Of the stars that could maintain a habitable planet, only 1
out
of 100 could expect to have 1 habitable planet .
So 1 star out of
1,000 could probably have 1 planet with life .
In our galaxy of
like ours .

10" stars, we would expect to find

10i planets

If we have over estimated by a factor of 2, there would be about
200,000 habitable planets in our galaxy .
If the number of galaxies in the range of our observation is 10 10
that makes the number of planets like earth in our observable
universe @ 10 11
or 10 t4
If there was an error by a factor of
1000,
there would be 10 i5, or 10,000,000,000,000,000 planets that
could sustain life .
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Here, then, we find, after the description of the mystic embrace in tlu ;
first four lines, a statement of three lines which might have bee recited
in exactly this form, in the Mystery Play, "being ill" being a euphemism
for "dying ." Later in the play the Children of Horus actually carry
Osiris, thereby magically effecting his ascent to heaven . The last two
-Pa com .leted .
lines DL= nyLam*d text i m .l y
The Mystery Play, being a ritual text, is obliged to bring in many e_
tails which are interspersed among_ the embrace (scene 33), the carrying
of the dead king by the Children of Horus (scene 37), and his ascent to
heaven (scene 38) with an invocation addressed to Nut . The scene in
which the-Qeni stomacher plays its part (scene ., 3) comes first .
It happened that a Qeni stomacher was brought by
the recitation priest .
-That means Horus embracing his father and turning to Geb .
Horus speaks to Geb : "I hold in my embrace this my father
who has become tired . Jlav he become quite strong again ."
"To be tired" often stands for "to be dead"
; * the last sentence may also
read "until he becomes quite strong again ."
The speech of Horus is interrupted in the papyrus by stage directions
which identify the Qeni stomacher unequivocally with Osiris and declare the Delta city of Pe to be the locality in which the action takes
place . The scene immediately following deals, as we have said, with the
bread and beer, which stand for food and drink in general_ and which
canno _tibe obtained without destroving the life of the corn .
It happened that beer was brought .
This means Horns weeps because of his father and turns to Geb .
Horns speaks to Geb : "The, have put this father of mine into the
earth ."
(Sage directions) Osiris-loaf of bread .
Horus speaks to Geb : "They have made it necessary to bewail
him ."
(Stage directions-) Isis -Mistress of the house-beer .
A loaf of bread ; a jug of beer .
This surely is a most remarkable scene . In the middle of a performance
concerned with the accession of a new ruler, the "death" of the grain is
bewailed! But perhaps we must approach the text from the opposite angle . The king bewails his father's death, but the bread and beer which
serve as properties in this scene indicate that the son's loss is his people's gain . In any case, no text could illustrate better how intimately the
notions of kingship and of nature's generative force were related in
See above, p . 63 and chap . 5, n . 9 .
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Egypt . And the text contains further points of interest which are by no
means obvious but which clarify the working of the Egyptian mind . For
instance, the death of Osiris is inevitable ; and there must, therefore, be
those who cause death ; but they remain anonymous and are referred to
as "they ." After the coronation of the king and the reconciliation of all
discord, there can be no question of proclaiming Seth victorious . Moreover, there is the bread and beer, a boon to rejoice in, and the ineffable
mystery that Osiris, though always dying in the grain, always revives
and is at the very moment of this wailing immanent in the Qeni stomacher, "supported" in the embrace of his son . As principal mourner in
the myth, Isis enters this scene also .
The next scene is concerned with woven materials almost certainly
intended for the winding of the late king's body . One of the two types
of mummy cloth used is called Seth, no doubt because it serves Osiris ;
but, once it is thus called, it must be made harmless, and so some threads
are drawn out . This counts as the removal of 5erh's legs . T he other material, a purple cloth, is identified with Osiris . The whole scene is explained in the following words : "This means Horus speaks to Osiris
when he embraces him who embraces him and who says that he (Osiris)
."
must cling to him (Horns)
A stage direction indicates that "the beautiful house," which is known
as the place of embalming, was the locale for this performance . There
is, consequently, no doubt about the main action involved, but the interpretation of the quotation can follow several lines ; and it seems a mere
matter of predilection -which one appears most acceptable . One may
take Horus' words to be spoken to the stomacher, which still serves as
the repository for Osiris . Or one may assume that Horns puts on a new
garment or cloth made of the purple material . Or one may think, as
we do, that the purple material is used as mummy cloth but is first
"charged" by contact with the king or with the Qeni stomacher worn
by the king . The latter action might serve to transfer what is immortal
in Osiris from the stomacher to the mummy cloth and so to the mumNow that the embalming of the body is completed . the Spirit-seekers
start to look for Osiris . The rigid composition of our text, in which
scenes of identical pattern are added one to the other, leaves open the
possibility that this seeking and finding was the last part of the action
described in the previous scene ; in other words, that Osiris was
in the embrace of his son by the Spirit-seekers . It is also poss
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spirit of the late king, which they have found, to the ancestral spirits
who are, as we have seen, the gods of the Dual Shrines .
A great meal, once more showing that abundance will prevail under
the new king, takes place ; and final purifications conclude the solemnities .
Now that we have summarized the proceedings, we must substantiate
the interpretations which we have given to them and present the texts .
Let us first consider the Qeni stomacher . It is known from the funerary
ritual the "Openin ,-0f-the-NloutTi''(Tiz . 32) . A more archaic form is
suggested by the determinative with which the word is written in the
pyramid texts and also in our coronation play . Such objects, apparently
used in actual life, are shown on the reliefs of the Old Kingdom being
fabricated by herdsmen or dwellers in the Delta marshes ; and, though
their use is not indicated, they are or the Same type as the reed capes and
.'' Thus the Qeni
the reed shelters which those men manufactured
stomacher, like the oldest shrines of Egypt, points back to the early
times when the Nile Valley was largely . swamp land and its earliest
settlers used the pliable reeds to fulfil their needs for shelter andprotection.
-Tne use made of the Qeni stomacher in the "Opening-of-the-Mouth"
ritual is significant; it suggests, in fact. a close parallel to the interpretation we have given of its use in the Ni-,-stern Play of the Succession . In
the funerary rites of Seti I the Sem priest is shown donning the Qeni
stomacher instead of his usual dress of panther skin at the moment when
the finishing touches are given to the kings statue . which served as a
substitute for the mummy . This statue had to undergo a dangerous treatment. It was "beaten ." Possibly this means that the sculptor applied
the finishing rougeswhich established it as a true image of the king .
Or perhaps the "belting" refers to the act of the "Opening-of-theMouth — if this was felt to be a forcible interference with the statue . In
any case, this "beating" was a ceremony which could not be evaded but
which was as hazardous as the making of bread and beer was for Osiris,
the dead king . In the "Opening-of-the-Mouth," the Sem priest, wearing
the Qeni stomacher, said repeatedly : "Do not strike my father ." WWe
have met this same theme in an earlier part of the play where barley was
threshed, but there the seed corn emerged undamaged . It is only in the
scene we are discussing, when bread and beer are made, that the grain
must die . It is then that the stomacher is "embraced" by the king .
'- The "embrace" is no mere sign of affection, but a true fusion, a communion between two living spirits, unio mystica . In the pyramid texts it
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occurs once as a one-sided act in which Atum pours life (namely, his
own Ka) into the gods Shu and Tefnut whom he had created .* It is
similarly used when Ramses II is embraced by Ptah . who endows him
with the splendor of divine
svm liced
o ize by gold, "the flesh of the
gods." Ptah spoke : "When I see thee my heart rejoices andr l receive
thee in an embrace of gold, I enfold thee with permanence, stability, and
satis action ; I endow thee with health and joy of heart ; I im
thee
in rejoicing, joy, gladness of heart, and del ig hts-forever .'
An acovitalization as efficacious as that oF __-Vnurn is mentioned in
the "Tale of the Two Brothers"" when the elder, Anubis, found and replaced the heart in the breast of the dead Bata . At the supreme moment,
when life was imparted to Bata, he did not remain passive ; there was a
fusion of life and a mutual act : "Thereup on one embraced te oilther'~"
This is recisely what happens also int~.e case of Horus _and_
and-Q5 s .
The mutua c aract_er of theiremb
_
_rac e is made clear in the pvramid
texts wire -iris is 'add ressed as follows :
•

II

,

.

Thou hast closed chine arms round him, round him ;
His bones stretch themselves his heart becomes great
O Osiris, move rhvseif to Horus ; go to him ; do not go
away from him .
Horus has come that he may acknowledge thee :
He has beaten and bound Seth for thee ;
For thou art his Ka [Pvr . 585-3 ] . -

Another pyramid text comes so close to the Mystery Play that we shall
quote it first . "e translate the third sentence tentatively, using a pregnant sense of the verb .kh rather than accepting the usual colorless and
some hat inappropriate "It is pleasant for him near thee ."
v 0 Osiris, this is Horus within Chine arms .
He will support thee .
There is further transfiguration (akin) for him with thee
In thy name "He of the Horizon ( .zkhet) from which
Re woes orth ."
Thou hast closed thv arms round him, round him ;
He will not;o awav_
thee .
Horus does not allow thee to be ill .
Horus has out thv enemy under the • feet .
^
And thou
!i est_(again) .
Horus has given thee his chilhar_en that they may get under
thee-without one of them withdrawing-to carry thee .
Thy mother Nut has spread herself over thee in her name
"(She of) She-per ." She has caused thee to be a Zod
[Pyr . 636-38] .
*See above, p . 66 .
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Even this which is to he created : and there is
nothing altogether new tinder the still . A\ ho
shall speak and declare, I,o, this is new? It
bath already been iii the ;t ;;cs which have been
before Its ." I
R' these test ninnies it is cslabishcd both that there were ages , before our own,
;null that there will he others after it, It is not,
holvevcr, to he slpposcd that several worlds existed ,Il once, but. that, alter (he end of this
Ilrest',nt world, others will lake their beginning ;
respecting tchieh it is unnecessary to repeat each
particular stateo ant, seeing Ice have already done,
o in the prcreding pages .
4 . This point, indeeii, is not to he i(Ily passed
by, that the bole Sclilttnres have called the creation of the world by a new all(] pciuliar name,
ternonf; it Ktcrrr/3r,Arj, whir h has hccn very ill)
prop('rby translated into 1,alin by " constitntio ;"
for in ( ;reek,cntr,r/3ovA,jsignitics rather"clljicere ."
i .i' ., to c ;c ;I dotcn\v ;ll,ls, - a word which bias been,
as we b ;nr ;Ilrcady reilioked, imptol,crly Mans
lilted into Latin by the phrase " eonstillltio null
di," as in the ( ;uslte) ;it1nrdntg to john, wht •i t'
the S;tvionr isys, And Ihere will h1 iiiholhlion
in those lots, such is was not Since the hcginin wllith passage tvei- tt/3cA,j
ning of the world
is rcodeird by iegilnilmr (ro//s/tfufn , ), which
is to lie nnderslood as ahome explained . 'I'hc
apu,if(- also, in the l'.pi ;llc to the Vphlsimts, has
employed the sa1x : langnagt', saying, " Who hall
chosen Ins before tine foundation of the world
and this Intend ltioil lie (AI ; I(tCrtl/311,Ay, to he
nnclcrstootl in the sanoc sense as bed ire . It
seems worth while, then, to inlluire what is meant
by llii ; new term ; and I mil, indeed, (0I opinion'

I

A

Cf
. F`, ics . i . q, to. The test is in rnnfonnity with the Seputae, :
Ti rb yryoros ; Aorb ri, y,r5adpn •o , • . Ivri Ti tic n .rronlr,rror .
A,-Ii, ,,,
Ilot n
cinn pdn,/n,ne boo , ;,,,
fA,,• . 'Os
"f)4 . 'ISc 21,100 Kn" r ,eir, gsgye)
r nit n
t rocs yrroµico,s 0Rn O(I tioo0re ,)µin •.
a Sacaln .
Matt . vviv . ^r .
! 'I It,. G9lnw ;ng is J-(lanes ccrcinn of this passage (7•:fi,/Ir In
Avi/us) : "A,Ii,inch :thilatl :,true_,cctalcove( .rfrrd_trrf,
111, it lt is (I, he nndcrclnn,l . ,`here rational c"mme, dwelt, mud whc,e,

;'r

P

before their d- cccut t„ , Iowa position, acrd ,emovml from invinhle I,,
visible (wmldc), mild fall to cant, and need c f puns bodies, they
enjoyed , farmer hlescc,h,c"' . AA'hcnn •. God the (crate,, mode for
011-11, bodies "61 :00,- to their humble p„cilion
:nul rrr:,trd this sil,ly
anJd, ;uu1 • :cut into thin
Id niiuicte,s for line calvnlion and c
iron n( Ihnce. wdu, hm,l rdlcn : of wln,n, .rune were to abeam `cram
Ioroii,icc,and be coI,jccf t„ Ill,, ,
• . i,ics of the world : other . we
to dis, barge with r, , . and an rIi. . .. tl,c ,hnics rnjoinrd amil
:If
Ihcr„ aI
mil tines, :anal which,ec,c
1
kno,e n t„ ( ;od, (1,,! Arru,Fer (o all thin„s) .
And
star:, wi,ic6 nn • I :,lled ' crcanov ,
bythcapnsilc,,c,1-i . JI6cn,ot,clev :uc,i 'icrrsofthe,ernld . Avhl,S
nratnlr' u,I ; ma .i r • ; ul .jccI to vanity, in II,a1 it , : rlolhcd aith
ran . .. .,"
hod
nd „ op,,, to v
c
t to , n .Ip,
..l y,i I,- 'c,6jc,
rot ,dnnta,ilt, I,uI ,pain
:of ' Ihc ,will of Ili .n wl .o su6jc,tc,l the
same in flop, " And
\\'hiir olhcrc, «9,rnn ,v1- belie`` to hr
., ccl :, I 1,11- to m plac, :e anal Races, ,chi, h the Arr,„pc, ,l o, . .• knoo
the e ,c • unncnl ,d the w„dal." An,t n lirtic funhcc on : " \\' hi, l,
ordcl of Ihn, • • - ,,
ul,Ic .l by the jar ,dermal 1, .tit of the
whob • , .61
- ' po
frill, . I o, fn
lot,',,, r I,-:into olh,
p, :, •l o :dlv .or.ct
o , III, : . •o ' f.,ninrc .dcint :ntlv,od,c, •_ iicc
iu
rt
do,
i .t .Isle
n.Lof lhcil ,"~
, i l, the
.•
of
rt •L
"lit •~till . hl,n,l Io Ihn ., who ( . .It ol 1lo-,c I„i
k,-1,
In . p. 11, d to I . .-, •, `mete Im so long , Race in the ,Icily "hi, h d,ey
A I ,pain : "\\'b,-u- it (alto,,, that,,,,, , .coma of
d,r IM, -1 r„nv .ancnl ., various -'Id, ,Ion ,re e,t •a ted ; mulct Otter
Chic worlcl which ,v1- nmv inhabit ii I 1-r will he no0hcr greally dissimilar . nut no other being save Gotl alone, the Creator of all things,

I'IZINCII'IIS .

IRooK 111 .

th ;11, as the end and consnnunati"n of the Slims
still he in those (ages) whit It arc not
and
all , eternal, vet' m1St cow ImIc (as frcclucnll,
pointed (lilt in Iltt' lut'tr(ling page's), (rain a ct)ntclnlclation of that very ( , it([, HIM rational ( rcatlucs hail also a similar hecinnilg . Anti if III`)'
had a beginning ;m 11 ;Is Ill, • cllcl lot wlticlt th('f
hope, they existed nntlouhtelll) • front the very he ginning in those (alt's) wlti(11 ;tit • not seen, ;mind
are eternal ." And if this is so, Ihcl Ihere has
hccn a des-enl trom a higher to n lower cnndilion, on the part not only of those souls vv ho
have deserved the change by the v- ariet) (if Iht'ir
nxlvenxnts, kit also on that of those who, in
older to serve the whole world, vmete brought
down from thins` higher and ill%i,s ;ihle spheres to
these lower ;11111 vi'ihle our:, ;ilthotlgh ag :linct
Iheir will-" liecalsc the Iitalnrc was suhjcett'd
to vanity, not willingly, hint It'(ause of Him vmho
subjected Ibc' s ;u1c in hope ;
so that bath
slnn, anti moon, anti slat., mill angel, might tli :ehar •g c their dilly to ill" wallet, anti to those Santa
;km nu'ltal de\vltieh, on aet'onnt of their -C, (fects, sloo(I in nerd of bodies of a grosser and
more solid nature ; and for the s ;lke of those for
\hall this Iirangenlent tc ;r; ncI I5';riv, this visihit • world 1-,m also ` ;pled iii( l) b, ing . Front limit
it Iullntvs, th ;ll ht' iltt' use ill Ilnt' wold nnrn/?n .Aq,
a descent haul, a higher to ;I totter eundilirm,
staled Ity ail in common . vStndd 511(1 to I'1paroled ioI . 'I 'he It()],( , ildcerl of ItIldonl it
cltertained by the whole of I lealinn-of hwilig
liberated front (he, collilplion of sl ;n- eiy---tmhcn
the sons of God, who citht-I tell atv ;t)' or welt'
se ;Iltered nhro utl,'` Shall ht' g ;llberc(I together inin
ant', or when they shall have filllllletl their oihir
(fillies in this world, which are klnotvlf In (,oil
alone, the I)isposcr of all tilling ; . \\'e are, in .
deed, to Suppose that the tvolltI vvas created of
SIlt-h quality anti capat - ity as to contain not one v
Al ihoy; . souls which it was Ilr'I,'rulined Shollbl
he trained in this world, but atoll ;111 those power.
which were prepared to ;Mien l, ;ntd slims', and
assist them .
For it is est :lhlrhed by (hill)'
deep rations that all rational crcatnres are of our
nntnrc : oil which ground alone could the justice
of ( ;oil in all 1I is dealings smith ibcni Ire de'

cull :, acre the dc(of ,11), boll, t ., II,,- Iin t„ , „ . o .l r, I , n
whi, I, I"", ideal . slit I'lv t„ the duff nn, : 1 j . . :rod , 1, o
r
idod',
I t' . h, ,
ill, o f ," ,,, , ,6 . I
of , .I
bid, . ,hcl„
io tl .,- I .no,c , .I , . .II , . . ., ' 11 n .I , . •
.h, ., Ihr .n all :
, o
„r f. .c II . is
,6e, ,
„ht Il,
Ah
• to ,, .j ,v it,, i
„I1, ,,) o, 1:,11 `h,o„ :, I .i,;l . ., o,l ,, .
,I .1- I-,1-- .t „ „li,i,,,, ;
„I ,.ho, 11, Imo,r oo , ., .n .,Ihc, . ,I 1 •o,•r
tId
:" ing ill, .,1 in , tol,v p . •- in",, . . ( I'
ill, ., . h ((i : .t .- . r . /`,
1- .d . i . p
i
II,,, ii c h .,,n . . . . 1-,i
a .6 .r .pont 1 lioma, e .pc
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111 ,
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:,Ilc the opinion thatm,n can Ix
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1

points connected with this subject. And so far, certainly made subject from a cause ; and seeing
indeed, as the credibility of Scripttue is con- it was front a cause, it must necessarily have had
cerned, the declarations on such a matter scent a beginning : for, without sonic beginning, the
easy of proof.
Even the heretics, although creature coidtl not be subject to vanity, nor could
widely opposed oil many other things, yet on that (creature) hope to be freed front the bondthis appear to lie at one, yielding to the author- age of corruption, which had not begun to serve .
ity of Scripture
But ally one who chooses to search at his leisure,
Concerning, then, the creation of the world, will find numerous other passages in holy Scripwhat portion of scripture can give us more in- tore in which the world is both said to have a
lorniation regarding it, than the account which beginning and to hope for an end .

Moses has transmitted respecting ; its origin?

2 .

Now, if there be any one who would here

And although it comprehends matters of pro- oppose either the authority or credibility of our
blunder significance than the uncle histrnical Scripltues,7 we would ask of hint whether he
narrative appears to indicate, and contains very asserts that God,( an, or cannot, coinpruhcnrl all
many things that are to be spiritually understood, things? To assert that lie cannot, would rnaniand employs the letter, as a kind of veil, iii treat- lestly be an act of impiety . If (lien he answer,
ing of profonml and mystical subjects ; never- as lie must, that God coniprchends all things, it
Iheless the language of the na rator shows that /billows froth the very fact of their Icing capable
all visible things were created at a certain tunic . of comprehension, that they are understood to
But with regard to the consuuunation of the have a beginning and an end, seeing that which
world, Jacob is the first who gives any inforina- is altogether without any beginning cannot be at
lion, in addressing; his children ill the words : all conipreheuded . For however tar understand" Gather voursel •e s together unto rte, ye sons inn; may extend, So Ell is the faculty of conipre-

of / .cob s that 1

nay tell yon what shall be in lending illi mitalily withdrawn and removed

the lit day :;" or " .her the last days ."'

It, when there is bold to lie no beginning .

thin, (here be " last days," or a period "stir-

,; . Ilttt this is the. objection whir li they gcner-

ceeding the last days," file days which livid a ally raise : they say, " If the world hid its bcginbcginning unnst lieu suily conic to an end . ning; in lilac, what w,i ; ( ;()(I doing boom the
Uat'id, too, deel :ues : -The heavens shall perish, world began?
Poi it is at once impious and

hot 'fhon ,hilt

(1111111c ;

yell, all of them shrill absurd to say that the nature of ( rod is inactive

wax old as cloth a garuielit : as a vesture shop and initnoveable, or to suppose that goodness at

(Binge their, and they shall be changed : one tune dill not do good, and omnipotence at
but 'I' bon ait the s,nne, and I'hy y ears shall hive one time dill not exercise its power ." Sit( 11 Is
no end ." 2 ( ) ill Lord and saviour, indeed, in the objection which they are accustomed to make

'111011

the word ;, " I Ic who inane them at the bet-111u
cv
it
at

ks

k

i
.r •

to our statement that this world teal its beginning

n ing . n r•u lc thrill iualc and female,'' I I liunself at a, certain time, and that, agreeably to our bebear ; critic, ; that the world was created ; and hel iii Scripture, we can ( , ;If( 111 .1k . tie years of
again, when I Ie savv " I leaven and earth shrill its past duration . To these propositions I conliais ;uv .iy, but \Iy word shall not pass away," . I sider that none of the heretics cam r oily return
lie points obit that they are perishable, and must an answer that will be in conformity with the
cant,, to iii ('till .
The apostle, moreover, in de- oath,, of their opinions .
lint we can give ;i
daring that "the creature w ;a5 made SlIlijuct to logical ;answer in accord ;nice rlith the st :unlatd

vanity, not willingly, but by me iron of I lint who of religion, 5 when we say that not Ihcn for the
bath subjected the same in hope, because the first time did Cod bc,gin to work when I Ir made
creature itself also shill tie delivered front the this visible world ; but as, after its destrmiltion,
bondage of corruption into the glorious liberty there will he another world, so also we believe
of the children of God " 5 manifestly ainomices that others existed before the present came into
the end of the wonlrl ; as lic does also when lie hcing . And both of thesr positiotiti will be ionagain says
fashion of this world passeth hrnied by the authority of holy 'So riplilic . For
away ."'' Now, by the expression which lie chi- that there will be another world after this, is
ploy ;, " that the creature was tnarle subject to Inught by Isaiah, who says "Hhere will be
Vanity," he shows that there was a hcgiiiniog new heavens, and II new earth, which I shall
to this world : for if the creature were made sob- make to abide in my sight, with the Loco ; "
jest to vanity on account of some hope, it was and that before this world other . ; also existed is
shown by I' ;cclcsiastcs, in the words : " What is
ia, . xtx . r . 'rte vutgaic ha" ' •I , derail, t,
lie that whicIt hath been
Even that which shall
'oil

'sR'

t~Aa,~,t. .w~

'

the NI ;

ic t~ ;i,

;
n ihtr~

lie .

And what is that which has been created?
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INTRODUCTION

T

HE MOST PROFOUND human questions are the ones that give rise to
creation myths : W. h ar we? Whv are we here? What is the pur-

de

pose of our lives and our deaths? How should we u
and our place in the
world, in time and, space? , nese are central questions of value_and_meaniztg and .
while they are influenced by issues of fact, they are not in themselves factual
questions ; rather, they involve attitudes toward facts and reality . As such, the issues that they raise are addressed most directly by myths .
Myths proclaim such attitudes toward reality . Th_ev prga i e the way we
perceive facts and understand ourselves and the world . W hether we adhere to
them consciously or not, they remain pervasively influential . Think of the power
of the first myth of Genesis (1-2 :3) in the Old Testament . While the scientific
claims it incorporates, so obviously at odds with modern ones, may be rejected,
what about the myth itself? Most Westerners, whether or not they are practicing
Jews or Christians, still show themselves to be the heirs of this tradition by holding to the view that people are sacred, the creatures of God . Declared unbelievers
often dispense with the frankly religious language of this assertion by renouncing
God, yet even they still cherish the consequence of the myth's claim and affirm
that people have inalienab le rights as i they were created by God) . And, furt ter, consider the beliefs that human beings are superior to all other creatures
and are properly set above the rest of the physical world by intelligence and spirit
with the obligation to govern it-these beliefs are still cu .rent and very powerful .
Even the notion that time is properly organized into seven-day weeks, with one
day for rest, remains widely accepted . These attitudes toward reality are all part
of the first myth of Genesis . And whether people go to temple or church, whether
they consider themselves religious, to the extent they reflect these attitudes in
their daily behavior, they are still deeply Judeo-Christian .
But the power of a specific myth is not as important to realize as the power of myth itself. Indeed, each of the claims made by the first Genesis myth has
been attacked from some quarter . What is essential to understand is that they
have been challenged not by new facts but by new attitudes toward facts ; they
have been challenged by new myths .

I

Patterns

of

even

astronomers
Clumps of galaxies
defy current
creation theories
By John Noble Wilford
New York Times News Service
Astronomers have discovered
Wore than a dozen evenly distributed clumps of galaxies stretching
across vast, expanses of l .he heavens, suggesting a structure to the
tilliverse so regular and immense
that it defies current, theories of
cosmic creation and evolution .
In a report published Tuesday in
tile journal Nature, scientists said
the newly found pattern of
clumped galactic matter, if confirmed by further observations,
dwarfs the extremely long sheet of
galaxies, the "great wall" reported
last fall to be tile largest structure
in tile universe .
The great wall, ill fact, is merely
one of tile closest of these clumps,
or regions, that contain very high
concentrations of galaxies .
Astrophysicists said the discovery could lead to a fundamental rethinking of theories about the early universe .
The discovery raised further
doubts about concepts that, try to
explain how, over time, gravity
alone could have produced a universe marked by conglomerations
of galaxies .
Two tennis of astronomers ill
the United States and Britain
shared more than seven years' data
before they felt sure enough of
what they were seeing to publish
the results .
They were surprised by so many
big clumps rather than a more uniform distribution of (natter over
such a large scale, and to find the

matter

something

give
to

ponder

clumps so evenly spaced, each ei- we had to publish what we had ."
ther 400 million or 800 million The other authors of the report
light.-years apart, depending on as- are Dr . Thomas Broadhtlrst and
surtlptions of how rapidly the uni- 1)r . Richard Ellis of the University
Durham in England and Dr .
verse
expanding . is just mind-ofRichard
"Theis regularity
Kron and Dr . Jeffrey
.
David
C
.
Koo,
Munn
of
the
University of Chicaboggling," said Dr
nn astronomer at the University of go .
The scientists said it. was too
California at Santa ('ruz and an
early to speculate on the (Ruse of
author of thc .lournal report .
"It's as if we pierced all extreme- such n pattern and the theoretical
ly narrow needle through tile uni- implications .
The survey, of only a small
verse and hit one wall after nuot .hpatch of the sky, did penetrate
`It's as if we pierced an sl ructures about halfway back to
tile beginning of time,
"Ii' similar patterns appear elseextremely narrow
where,"
Koo said, "theorists will
needle through the
have a lot . of hard work before
universe and hit one
1 help to figure out how file uniwall after another . The verse could generate bubbles or
shells or houeycomhs of galaxies
clumps should be
and imprint them on such large
randomly distributed scales
."
A honeycombed universe is the
and they're not .'
- Alexander S . Szalay, t11('t(Ire (lint some astronomers
draw from these observations .
Johns Hopkins University
Each dense clump of galaxies is
astronomer about the same distance from the
next, and in between is a region of
er," said Dr . Alexander S . Szalny, equally uniform size that has only
nn astronomer at, Johns Ilopkins a sparse population of galaxies .
University .
.ion of these
observa"I'he CIIIInI)s 911(1111(1 be ralld(Iln- ('unfirlnnt
lions, a9trophyslcists
said,
would
IN, distributed and they're not . . deal n heavy blow to the "cold dark
That's the biggest, surprise ."
Matter" hypothesis for the formaIn a commentary on the report, Lion of galaxies .
also published in Nature, Dr . Marc 'I'llis postulates that it is tile
Davis, an a strophysicist . a t . the gravitational force of invisible
University of California at Berke- 111,)1 ter, so far undetected, that has
Icy, said the distribution could he a caused the universe to be transst .atistical fluke, not a real pattern . formed from its initially smooth
But he concluded that if the gal- slate to tile (lumpiness of galaxies
axy distribution is regular, "it is ;and clusters of galaxies,
safe to say we understand less than
The observations, Koo said, sugzero about the early universe ."
universe may have
gent
flint. the
Koo said in a telephone inter- "fill inherent
roughness" imprinted
view that lie, too, remained skepti- a fraction of a second after the Big
cal, but the evidence "got so strong Bang .
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Oblong object
FINAL

REDUCTION

is modern
stomach

stone

not fossil egg
ALBUQUERQUE, N .M . (At))
- An oblong object that officials
last, year proclaimed to be a fossilized egg up to 16 million years old
has turned out to he a stomach
stone from a modern mammal,
t possibly a cow .
"Mother Nature fooled us," said
t
I Mike O'Neill, a U .S . Bureau of
I Land Management fossil expert .
(
O'Neill said he concluded after
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Abraham and Loses were nighty- seers to whom the story of the creation
:-:as revealed . The account written by Abraham lay hidden for centuries in an
LUrptian tomb, . :rapped on the body of a mars . Finally brought out as
archaeological trea ure, through the wisdom of God it fell into the hands of
Joseph Smith, the first latter-car seer, who translated it b-,r the gift of
God . The history written by : .roses has come dorm to us through Hebrew
prophets and Gentile scribes . "The things which were written were plain and
pure, and most precious and easy to the understanding of all men ." (I hephi
d design "many plain and precious things [were]
1:4 :23) But through icked
taken away from the book" (I i :ephi 13 :23) so that a "great man, , do stumble ."
(I Nephi 13 :29) Through the Prophet Joseph Smith these plain and precious
things were restored to this history of the creation .
Surely the Lord would not have taken care to restore these things if
he did not expect his people to be guided by them in .reference to the deficient account in Genesis . In fact, it would seem that much of the debate
that has raged and now rates around Genesis might have been spare :: if the
world had had the record of Abraham and the original version of : .roses'
writings . For, the first two chapters of that book have received more
attention perhaps than any other scripture and at the s&-ae time have been
given more varied interpretations .
Laany have taken the theories of men as a frame over which to stretch
the scriptures . But "man should not counsel man, neither trust in the arm
of flesh ." (D .C . 1 :19) rather he should trust in the arm of God and in
leis revelations . Nor should we "seek * * to counsel the Lord, but * * *
take counsel from his hand ." (Jacob 14 :10) It should be our purpose first
to hear' :hat the Lord has to say about the creation, casting aside all our
preconceptions and refrainin,= fro :: : useless speculation . Then, having taken
counsel from his hand, who made all t : ings, we shall understand why men
stumble and see ,-sere the-- fall without the light of truth .

Abraham's record
Before going (lo-.,.m into Egypt, Abraham "talked with the Lorc :, face to
face, as one man talketh with another," (Abraham 3 :11) and the Lord told him
of "the works which his hands had made ." Some of these things Abraham recorded ; much, no doubt, he left unrecorded . But toward the end of his account
of these visions he writes, "Now the Lord ha :i shoran me, Abraham, the intelligences that were organized before the world was" (3 :22a) ; and then he continues
with a brief account of the council in which it was determined to make an
earth . One among them (Jehovah) like unto God said : "V:e will `o down, for
there is space there, and .,we will take of these materials, and we will make
an earth whereon these mar dwell ." (3 :24b) After concluding the account of
the council, Abraham tells (in chapters 4 and 5) the story of the creation

without a break is the sequence of events recc .rated . Evidently he is relating
a vision of the creation . ~ ; cte that earlier, to e ;.,plain .-,- hat Abraham was
being shown, the Lord said, "Abraham, thou art one of them [the noble and
great ones] ; thou vast chosen before thou wart born ." (3 :23b) Later quotations of God in that chapter are his words in that great council, leading right
into the account of the creation .
Parts of Abraham, ) are in the past tense or past perfect tense . It
should be clear that these recount things that were accomplished during the
six "times" covered b : that chapter . On the other hand, other parts of
Abraham. h are in the imperfect tense, in the infinitive for;,,, or where quoting
Deity, often in the future tense with determination . An example of the
imperfect tense is found in the sta . :,ement "the Gods saw they would obey ."
(1 :25) There are many places where the infinitive is used to indicate future
events, e .g ., "organized the earth to brim- forth grass ." The expressions "we
will" and "they shall" are frequently used by Deity tc foretell what should
take place . The latter we might designate "future tense with prophetic determination ." These parts recount things that were planned to be done later,
for which preparations were being; made, or actions that were impending during
the first six "times" of the creation .
In the following pages (1 to 7d) the fourth chapter of Abraham, and parts
of the fifth chapter are arranged in parallel columns according to the tense
of significant verbs in each phrase or sentence . €n the left are riven the
things that ::ere accomplished ; on the right, the things that were planned to
be done later, or things that were impending . The significant verbs are
underscored for emphasis . For example, in verses 11 and 12 :
And -the Gods said:
Let us prepare the earth

to bring forth grass, etc .

And the Gods organized the earth

to bring forth grass, etc .

The significant verbs that are underscored on the left are "said" and
"organized ." These refer to completed actions--the saying and the organizing .
The action which was impending ; at the end of the third time--and, in fact,
still impend : ng at the end of the sixth time-was the bringing forth of
grass, etc ., for which preparations were being made during the third time .
Hence the words "to bring forth" are underscored in the middle column of
verses 11 and 12 . The words "let us prepare" are not underscored nor are
they found in the middle coliuan, because they are followed, right in the next
verse, by the verb "organized" which applies to the same action, expressed
by the infinitive "to bring forth ."
This method of presentation is followed-and with consistency, it is
believed-- throuc - hout the literal transcript of Abraham a and of the first
part of Abra'_:a:.-: 5 . hrther comments on the different verses will be found in
the notes that follow the text of the scripture . Although much stress is
laid on Abrahai :'s account, attention is also given to ' . :cses' record .
Loses' Record
Loses was "caught up into an exceedingly high mountain," (Loses 1 :1)
"the name of which shall not be known among the children of men," (1 :42)
and he "stood in the presence of God, and talked with him face to face ."

(1 :31) God told him that he had created "world :: without numb- 11 and that,
"as one earth shall pass away, and the heavens thereof even sro shall another
come ."
(1 :38) He said, " ;,roses, my son, I will speak unto thoe concerning
this earth upon which thou standest ; and thou shalt write the things which I
shall speak . And in a day when the children of men shall esteem rrr words as
naught and take many of them from the book which thou --halt write, behold,
I will raise up another like unto thee ; and they shall be had main among the
children of men--among as many as shall believe ." (1 :40,41)
As said before, Joseph Smith was the one raised up through whom these
words were restored . In June 1830 the visions of Moses were revealed to
him, as now recorded in Lioses, chapter 1 . In December 1830 there were
revealed the -writings of Moses, comprising chapters 2 to 8 . Joseph, the
Prophet . -was ins 'cted to "show them not unto any .except them that believe ."
He restored the -words of God spoken to Moses, which had been written by
Moses but which had been taken from the book that Moses wrote by men who
esteemed those words as naught .
On the following pages (1 to 7d) the second chapter of Moses and parts
of the third chapter are given in the right-hand column . The significant
words that were removed from or chanced in I„cses' account, -which are not
found in the corresponding verses of Genesis (Ding James version), are underscored .
The Creator said to Moses, " .;rite the words which I speak ."
(2 :1) As
he thus transcribed those words, his version is almost entirely in the past
tense . For, he was told the story long after it all happened, whereas
Abraham recorded a vision in which he had seen the creation as it was being
carried out, or at least an enacting of the same . Accordintly, not only do
we find differences in the tenses of verbs between the two accounts, but we
find Moses' account given in the first person--"I, God"--and Abraham's in
the third person--"they, the Gods ."
With the settings in mind under which the two parallel accounts were
recorded, the differences in tense do not appear discordant . In the four
places where Loses 2 is exceptional asto tense it agrees with Abraham, as
will be shown in the notes that follow the texts of scripture .

PAWjLT,FT, ACCO'TI :TS OF TIE CREATION
[ Pa` e s 1 to 7d]

(1)
AHRAFW4, Chapter 4
THINGS ACCOMPLISHED
THINGS PLANNED, FOR WHICH
(Verbs underscore,, are in past, tense .)
PREPARATIONS GTIRE MADE
(Verbs underscored are either
infinitive, imperfect, or future
1 . And then the Lord said :
Let us go down,
with prophetic determination .)
And they went down at the beginning
and they, that is the Gods,
organized and formed
the heavens and the earth .

P-'.OSE'S, Chapter 2
(Words underscored are those no
in the corresponding verses, of
King James version of Genesis .,

lb . yea, in the beginning
I
created
the heaven, and the earth
upon wnich thou standest,

2 . And the earth, after it was formed,
was empty and desolate,
because they had not formed
anything but the earth ;
and darkness reigned
upon the face of the deep,
and the Spirit of the Gods was
brooding upon the face of the waters .

2 . And the earth
was without form, and void :

3.

And they (the Gods) sa_ids
Let there be light ;
and there was lig' .-,t .

3 . And I, God, said=

And the ;,. (the Cods) comprehended
the light, for i t was bright ;
and the : divided the light,
or caused it to be divided
from the darkness .

1, . And I, God, saw the light ;
and that light was good .
And I, God, divided the

4.

5 . And the Gods called the light Day,
and the darkness t ey called Night .

And it came to pas ; that
from the evening until morning
they called night ; and
from the morning until the evening
they called day ;
and this was the first,
o r the beginning, of that
which they called day sand night .

and I caused darkness to come un
upon the face of the deep ;
and my Spirit
moved upon the face of the Kate
for I am God .

Let there be light
and there was light .

from the darkness .

5.

And
and
and
and

I, God, called the light Da-; - ;
the darkness, I called Night ;
this I did b the word of
it was done as I snake ;

and the evening
and the morning
were the first day .

THINGS ACCOMPLISHED

6.

(2)
ABRAHAM, Chapter 4
THINGS PLANNED, F R WHICH
PREPARATIONS WERE MADE

And the Gods also said,
Let there be an expanse
in the midst of the waters,

and it shall divide the waters
from the waters .

7 . And the Gods ordered the expanse,
so that it divided the waters
which were under the expanse
from the waters
which were above the expanse ;
and it was so, even as they ordered .
8, And the Gods caned the expanse,
Heaven .
And it came to pass that
it was from evening until morning
that they called night3
and it came to pass that
it was from morning until evening
that they called day ;
- was the second time
an_
ey called night and day .
t .=_

MOSES, Chapter 2

6.

And again, I, Cod, said :
Let there be a firm am ent
in the midst of the water,
and it was so, even as I spake3
and I said :
Let it divide the waters
from the waters ;
and it was done]

7 . And I, Cod, made the firmament
and divided the waters,
yea, the great waters
under the firmament
from the waters
which were above the firmament .
and it was so even as I crake .
8 . And I, God, called the firmament
Heaven .,
and the evening

and the morning
were the second day .

J Q cx 'Y
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THINGS ACCOMPLISHED

(3)
ABRAHAM, Chapter 4
THINGS PLANNED, FOR WHICH
PREPARATIONS JED.L MADE

9 . And the Gods ordered, saying :

9 . And I, God, saids
Let the waters under the heaven
be gathered together unto one pla
and it was so ;
and I, God, said :
Let there be dry land ;
and it was so .

Let the waters under the heaven
be gathered together unto one place,
and
let the earth come up dry ;
and it was ao as - they ordered,,
10, And the Gods pronounced
the dry land, earth ;
and the gathering together
of waters,
pronounced they, great waters ;
and the Gods saw that they were obeyed .

11 . And the Gods said ,,
Let us prepare the earth

10, And I, God, called
the dry land Earth ;
and the gathering together
of the waters,
called I the Sea ;
and I, God, saw that all things
which I had made were good .

to bring forth grass ;
the herb yielding seed ;
the fruit tree yielding fruit,
after his kind,
whose seed in itself
yieldeth its own likeness
upon the earth ;

and it was so, even as they ordered .
12 . And

the Gods organized the earth

and the Gods saw that they- ere obeyed .
13 . And it came to pass that
they numbered the days ;
from the evening until the morning
they 'balled night ;
and it cane to pass,
from the morning until the evening
`hey called day ;
was the thirri t.imA_

MOSES, Chapter 2

to bring Earth_ grass from its own seed,
and the herb to bring forth herb
from its own seed, yielding seed
after his kind ;
and the earth to bring forth the tree
from its own seed, yielding fruit,
whose seed could only bring forth
the same in itself, after his kind ;

11 . And I, God, said,
Let the earth bring forth grass,
the herb yielding seed,
the fruit tree yielding seed,
after his kind#
and the tree /Ijaldtng fr •l it,
whose seed should be in itself
upon the earth,
and it was so even as I snake .
12 . And the earth brought forth grass,
ever-., herb
yielding seed
after his kind,
and the tree
yielding fruit
whose seed should be in itself,
after his kind ;
and I, God, saw that all things
which I had made were good .

13 . And the evening

and the morning

(4)
ABRAHAM, Chapter 4
THINGS ACCO?~'LISHED

MOSES, Chapter 2

THINGS PLAPN~ , FOR tivHICH
P.EPARATIONS WERE MADE

14 . And the Gods organized the lights
in the expanse of the heaven,
and caused them to divide
the day from the night ;
and organized them to be
for signs and for seasons,
and for days and for years ;

14 . And I, God, said : Let there be 1-; -in
. the firmament of the heaven,
to divide
the day from the night,
and let them be
signs, and for seasons,
and for days, and for epr

15 . And organized them to be for lights
in the expanse of the heaven
to give light upon the earth ;
and it was so,

15 . And let them be for lights
in the firmament of the heaven
to give light upon the earth ;
and it was so .

16 . And the Gods organized
the two great lights,
the greater light to rule the day,
and the lesser light
to rule the night

16 . And I, God, made
two great lights ;
the greater light to rule the ds,
and the lesser light
to rule the night,
and the greater, light was the sun,
and the lesser light was the r'oon :
and the stars also were made
even according to my word .

with the lesser light
they set the stars also ;

And the Gods set them
in the expanse of the heavens,
to give light upon the earth,
and
and
and
the

to rule over the day
over the night,
to cause to divide
light from the darkness .

18 . And the Gods watched those things
which they had ordered
until they obeyed .
19 . And it came to pass that
it was from evening until morning
that it was night ;
and it came to pass that
it was from morning until evening
that it was day ;
and it was the fourth ti--re
.

17 . And I, God, set them
in the firmament of the he : -.- en
to give light upon the earth,
18 . And the sun to rule over the dad- ,
and the moon to rule over t4e ni Jht
and to divide
the light from the darkness ;
and, I, God, saw that all thins
which I had made
were goca;

19 . And the evening

and the morning

(5)
ABRAHAM, Chapter 4
THINGS ACCOMPLISHED

26 . And the Gods said :
Let us prepare the waters

21 . And the Gods prepared the waters

And the Gods saw
and that their plan was good,
22 . And the Gods said ;

23, And it came to pass that
it was from evening until morning
that they called night ;
and it came to pass that
it was from morning until evening
that they called day ;
and it was the fifth time .

MOSES,

Chapter 2

THINGS PLANNED, FOR WHICH
PREPARATIONS W
MADE

to bring forth abundantly
the moving creatures that have life ;
and the fowl,
that they may fly above the earth
in the open expanse of heaven .

.20 . And I, God, said :
Let the waters bring forth abundathe moving creature that hath life
and the fowl
which may fly above the earth
in the open firmament of heaven .

that they might bring forth
great whales,
and every living creature that moveth,
which the waters were to bring forth
abundantly after their kind ;
and every winged fowl after their kind .

21 . And I, God, created
great whales,
and every living creature that movewhich the waters brought forth
abundantly, after their kind,
and every winged fowl after his e . : .

that they would be obeyed,
Vie will bless them, and cause them
to be fruitful and multiply,
and fill the waters in the seas
or great waters ;
and cause the fowl to multiply
in the earth .

and I, God, saw that all things
which I had created were good .
22 . And I, God, blessed them, saying :
Be fruitful, and multiply,
and fill the waters in the se-,
and let fowl multiply
in the earth .

23 . And the evening

and the morning
were the fifth day .

(6a
ABRAHAM, Chapter 4
THINGS ACCOMPLISH ED

THINGS PLANNED, ?FOR WHICH
PREPARATIONS WERE MADE

24 . And the Gods prepared the earth
to bring forth
the living creature after his kind,
cattle and creeping things,
and beasts of the earth,
after their kind ;
and it was so, as they had said .
25 . And the Gods organized the earth

MOSES, Chapter 2

to bring forth the beasts
after their kind,
and cattle after their kind,
and every thing that creepeth
upon the earth after its kind ;

and the Gods saw
they would obey .

24 . And I, God, said :
Let the earth bring forth
the living creature after his kind,
cattle, and creeping things,
and beasts of the earth
after their kind,
and it was so .
25 . And I, God,made the bests of the ears
after their kind,
and cattle after their kind,
and everything which creepeth
upon the earth after his kind ;
and I, God, saw
that all these things were good .

and
we will give them dominion
over the fish of the sea,
and over the fowl of the air,
and over the cattle,
and over all the earth,
and over every creeping thing
that creepeth upon the earth

26 . Ahd I . God, said
Ur3.o :mine v^nl ;, Begot`en,
which was with me from the bes ,_ nn~ :
Let us,make man
in our image, after our likeness,
and it was so .
And I, God, said :
Let them have dominion
over the fishes of the sea,
and over the fowl of the air,
and over the cattle,
and over all the earth,
and over every creeping thing
that creepeth upon the earth

27 . So the Gods went down

to organize man
in their own image,
in the image of the Gods
to form they him,
male and female to form t ey them .

27 . Anal I,,God, created man
in mine own image,
in the image of mine Only Begotten
created I him ;
male and female created I t em .

28 . And the Gods said :
And the Gods said :

28 . And I, God, blessed them,
We will bless them .
them
and said unto them :
We will cause
Be fruitful, and multiply,
to be fruitful, and multiply,
and replenish the earth, and
and replenish the earth, and subdue it,
and
have dominion
and to have dominion
over the fish of the sea,
over the fish of the seaand over the fowl of tr
and over the fowl of the air,
and over every living thing
and over every

26 . And the Gods took counsel
among themselves and said :
Let us gc down and form man
in our image, after our likeness ;

iiv'

(6b)
ABRAHAM, Chapter
THINGS ACCOMPLISHED

h%)SES, Chapter 2

4
THINGS PLANNED, FOR tiv'HICH
PREPARATIONS Wi E MADE

29 . And the Gods said :
Behold, we will give them
every herb bearing seed
that shall come
upon the face of all the earth,
and every tree
which shall_ have fruit upon it ;
yea, the fruit of the tree
yielding seed
to them we will give it ;
it shall be for their meat .

29 . And I, God, said unto man :
Behold,
have given you
every herb bearing seed,
which is
upon the face of all the earth,
and every tree
in the which shall be
the fruit of a tree
yielding seed ;
to you
it shall be for meat .

30 .

And to every beast of the earth,
and to every fowl of the air
and to every thing
that creepeth upon the earth,
behold, we will give them life,
and also we will give to them
every green herb for meat,
and all these things
shall be thus organized .

30 . And to every beast of the earth,
and to every fowl of the air,
and to everything
that creepeth upon the earth,
wherein I grant life,
there shall be given
every clean herb for meat ;
and it was so
even as I spake .

31 . And the Gods sail,

We will do everything
that we have said, and organize them ;
and behold, they shall be very obedient .

31 . And I, God, saw everything
that I had made,
and, behold,
all things which I had made
were very good ;

And it came to pass that
it was from evening until morning
they called night ;
and it came to pass that
it was from morning until evening
that they called day ;
and they numbered the sixth time .

I

and the evening

and the morning
were the sixth day .

(7a)
ABRAHAM, Chapter
THINGS ACCOPiPLISHED

5

MOSES, Chapter

3

THINGS PLANNED, FOR WHICH
PREPARATIONS W=' MADE

I.

And thus we will finish
the heavens and the earth
and all the hosts of them .

1 . Thus the heaven and the earth
were finished,
and all the host of them .

2 . And the Gods said among themselves ;

On the seventh time
we will end our work,
which we have counseled ;
and we will rest on the seventh time
from all our work
which we have counseled .

2 . And on the seventh day
I . God, ended nr work,
and all things which I had made ;
and I rested on the seventh day
from all my work,
and all things which I had made
were finished,
and I, God, saw that they were mod ;

3 . And the Gods concluded
upon the seventh time,
because that on the seventh time
they would rest from all their works
which they (the Gods) counseled
among themselves to form ;
and sar,ified it .
And thus were their decisions
at the time that they counseled
among themselves to form
the heavens and the earth .

3 . And I, God, blessed
the seventh day,
and sanctified it ;
because that in it
I had rested from all my work
which I, God, had created and made

(7b)
ABRAHAM, Chapter
THINGS ACCOMPLISHED

4 . And the Gods came down
and formed these the generations
of the heavens and of the earth,
when they were formed
in the day that the Gods
formed the earth and the heavens,

5.

According to all that
which they had said
concerning every plant of the field
before it was in the earth,
and every herb of the field
before it grew ;

for the Gods had not caused it
to rain upon the earth
when they counseled to do them,

and had not formed a man
to till the ground

5

MOSES, Chapter 3

THINGS PLANNED, FOR WHICH
PREPARATIONS WERE MADE

4 . And now, behold, I say_ unto you,
that these are the generations
of the heaven and of the earth
when they were created,
in the day that I, the Lord God,
made the heaven and the earth ;

5 . And every plant of the field
before it was in the earth,
and every herb of the field
before it grew .
For I, the Lord God, created all th±
of which I have spoken, spiritual
before they were naturally
upon the face of the earth .
For I, the Lord God, had not caused
to rain upon the face of the earth
And I, the Lord God, had created
all the children of men ;
and not yet a manr
to till the ground ;
for in heaven created I them ;
and there was not yet flesh
upon the earth, neither, in the ,:at
neither in the air ;
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6 . But there went up a mist from the earth,
and watered the whole face of the ground .

7 . And the Gods formed man
from the dust of the ground,
and took his spirit
(that is, the man's spirit),
and put it into him;
and breathed into his nostrils
the breath of life
and man became a living soul .
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6 . But I, the Lord God space,
and there went up a mist from the ear
and watered the whole face of the gro

7 . And I, the Lord Gbd, formed man
from the dust of the ground,

and breathed into his nostrils
the breath of 'Life ;
and man became a living soul,
the first flesh upon the earth,
.the first man also ;
nevertheless,
all things were before created ;
but spiritually were the-_ - created
and made according to _r;`- Ford .

3 . And the Gods planted a garden,
eastward in Eden,
and there they put the man,
whose spirit they had put
into the body which they had formed,

$ . And I, the Lord God, plaited ? c?rde :
eastwardd in Eden,
and there I put the mar

9 . And out of the ground made the Gods
to grow every tree
that is pleasant to the sight

9 . And out of the ground made I, the Lei
God, to grow every tree, nat •urall_y,
that is pleasant to t o sight of
and man could behold it .
And it became also a living soul .
For it was spiritual
in the da-.- that _ created it ;
for it remaineth in the sc ere
1n which I, God, _ created it,
yea, even all things which I orecare
for the use of mar. ;
and man saw that it was good for food .
And I, the Lord God, planted
the tree of life also
in the midst of the garden, .
and also the tree of
of good and evil .

and good for food ;
the tree of life, also,
in the midst of the garden,
and the tree of knowledge
of good and evil .

whom I had formed .
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* * * * is is * is * is *
L2 . And the Gods commanded the man,
saying, of every tree of the garden
thou mayest freely eat,

16, And I, the Lord God, commanded t~- e ma :
saying Of every tree of the gar de :
thou mayest freely eat,
But of the tree of knowledge
of good and evil,
thou shalt not eat of it,

17 . But of the tree of the knowledge
of good and evil,
thou shalt not eat of it,
nevertheless,
thou mavest choose for thyself
for it is given -to thee ;
but remember, that I forbid it,
for in the time that thou eatest thereof,
for in the day thou eatest therecJ
thou shalt surely die,
thou shalt surely die .
Now, I, Abraham, saw that .
it was after the Lord's time,
which was after the time of Kolob ;
for as yet the Gods had not appointed
unto Adam his reckoning .
*
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;0, And out of the ground the Gods
formed every beast of the field
and every fowl of the air,
and brought them unto Adam
to see what he would call them ;

and whatsoever Adam
called every living creature,
that should be the name thereof .
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19, And out of the ground I,
Lord J=od .
formed every beast of the field,
and every fowl of the air,
and commanded that they should come ur
Adam, to see what he would call
e :.
and they were also living souls ;
for I, God, breathed into them
the breath of life,
and ccrunanded that whatsoever _edam
called every living creature,
that should be the name thereof .
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(Underscoring is added for emphasis .)

-if organized and
Verse 1 . "They went down at the beginning, and
formed the heavens and the earth ." In council they had said, "there is
space there, and we will take of these materials, and we will make an earth
(Abraham 3 :21) The materials of which the earth was organized were
composed of elements that are eternal . (D .C . 93 :33)
Joseph Smith said,
"The word created should be formed, or organized" (Teachin,7s of the Prophet
Joseph Smith, p . 181), as it is in Abraham's version . "Created" is not
incorrect, but that word is more easily misinterpreted than the other two .
Verse 2 . After the earth was formed it "was empty and desolate, because
they had not formed anything but the earth ." According to the Prophet Joseph
again, "In the translation 'without form and void' it should read, empty and
desolate ." (Teachings, p . 181) The former e ;:pression ("without form", or
"formless") suggests the "chaos" or nebula that some mistakenly suppose existed at that time, but evidently the earth was then solid for it was covered
with crater, upon the fade of which the Spirit was brooding . Though solid,
the earth was yet devoid of life .
The Creator told 1',o 3es, "I caused darkness to come up upon the face of
the deep ." Of course 1i ght em-.fisted before that . But the light was not that
of the sun, for it was r:not "set
to give light upon the earth" until
the fourth time .
Verse 4 .
They caused the light "to be divided from the darkness ."
dote that on the fourth time they set the sun and moon "to divide the light
[day] from the darkness [night] o' Before that time the dividing of light
from darkness upon the earth was accomplished otherwise, no doubt by other
luminaries .
Verse 5 .
"And this [singular] was the first, or the beginning, of that
[singular] which they called day and night ." However, this first day-comprising a night, "from the evening until morning," and a day, "from the
morning until the evening"--eras not measured by the revolution or rotation
of the earth with respect to the sun, for that great light was not yet set
"to rule the day ."
Verses 6-8 . During the second time they ordered the expanse so that
it divided the waters under it from the waters above it . The King James
Bible says "firmament" for expanse, but this comes to us through the Latin
"firmamentum," which is a mistranslation . Some have v,Tongly attributed to
the Hebrews the peculiar notion entertained by other ancient peoples that
the sky is a vaulted, solid canopy supported on pillars . But we can see
from Abraham. that this idea is just as foreign to the original account as
is the idea of "forrlessness," mentioned previously . Another word for
expanse as used in verses 7 and 20 might be air or sky . The exact significance of the division of waters above and beneath it may not be clearunless it refers to the clouds above and the seas beneath--but surely if
we could behold the vision seen by Abraham we would understand it .

Verses 26, 28, and 29 . Note they said, "Vie will Five them dominion ."
'%le will cause them to be fruitful and multiply ." "E`e will Five them every
herb
every tree -1, il it . It shall be for their meat ." All future!
every fowl, * * if and every thing that
Verse 30 .
"Tc every beast,
*
creepeth," they said, "we will give them life ." Still futurel They were
given life when they became "living souls," when "God breathed into them
the breath of life" on the seventh time . (L_oses 3 :19)
Note that in verse 29 Eoses reads, "and every tree in the which shall be
the fruit of a tree yielding, seed ; to you it shall be for meat ." And verse
30 : "there shall be given every clear, herb for meat." Here the future tense
is used with prophetic determination as in Abraham .
"All these _things shall be thus organized," meaning every herb, every
tree, every beast, every fowl, and every thing that creepeth, all of which
had just previously been mentioned .
Verse 31 . "They shall be very obedient," meaning the living things
previously mentioned . Note that the sun, moon, and stars had already obeyed
(v . 18), as had also the waters and the dry land (v . 10), and indeed all inanimate nature .
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Verse 1 . "Thus we will finish the heavens and the earth, and all the
hosts of them ." The hosts of heaven and earth include plant life of all
kinds (verse 12 of preceding chapter), marine life and birds (v . 21), land
animals (v . 25), and man (v . 27) .
Verse 2 . "On the seventh time we will end our work which we have counseled ." Their work was still unfinished at the beginning of the seventh time .
On the sixth time they had taken "counsel among themselves and said : Let us
go do-an and form man * * T ." Earlier they had counseled to form . the land
animals, the birds, marine life, and -plant life . Preparations had been made
for all of these, but as yet none of them had been formed (in the flesh) .
"And we will rest on the seventh time from all our work which we have
counseled ." Crdy after finishing all the hosts of the heavens and the earth
could they rest from all: their work .
Verse 3 . They "concluded [i .e ., finished] upon the seventh time, because [the;: had decided] that on the seventh time they would rest from all
their works which they had counseled among themselves to form ; and sanctified
it [i .e ., the seventh time] . And thus were their decisions at the time that
they counseled among themselves to form the heavens and the earth ." That is,
their decisions were "that on the seventh time they mould rest," etc . Even
before "they went dorm at the beginning" they had taken counsel among themselves to "go dorm it * and * # make an earth" and its heaven . Their
determinations at that time included the decision to finish their work within
seven times so that they could rest trcn their work on the seventh time .
That the word "concluded" means "finished" and not "cecided" or "determined" is clear from what follows .

( 9)

Verses 9 and 10 .
C'n the third time the,,, ordered that the ; :titers "be
gathered together unto one place ." T'eretofore they had covered the entire
earth, it would sec : :i, for at this time the dry land was made to appear .
Verse 11. They said, "Let us prepare the earth to brinC forth grass,
and it was so, even as they ordered ."
the herb
the fruit tree
.shat was so? the bringing, forth of plants? 11o, merely the preparation of the
earth to brinC them forth, as will be seen later .
*, the
Verse 12 . They "organized the earth to bring forth Crass ~
herb
the tree
and the Gods saw that they were obeyed ." Obeyed
by what? by plant life being brought forth at that time? No, obeyed in the
preparations that were then being made . Note that in verse 31 it is said,
"we will do everything that we have said, and organize them ; and behold,
they shall be very obedient ." The actual bringing forth was yet to happen .
Note that in verse 12, as well as in verse 11, Loses says "whose seed
should be in itself," using the imperfect tense . Abraham says "whose seed
could only bring forth the same in itself, after his hnd ."
Verse 18 . They "watched those things which they had ordered until they
obeyed ." The sun, moon, and stars obeyed the Creator as he organized the
heavens of this earth .
Verse 21 . On the fifth time they "prepared the waters that they might
bring forth great whales, * * every living creature, it * and every winged
fowl . And the Gods saw that they would be obeyed ." In other words, they
would be obeyed later on in the brin ,in gg forth of marine and bird life, but
that bringing forth did not occur until the seventh time, for we read in
1:oses 3 :5 that at the beginning of that time *there was not yet flesh upon
the earth, neither in the water, neither in the air ."

rill

bless them, and cause them to be fruitVerse 22 . They said, "we
ful and multiply ." But this-the being fruitful and multiplying-was to
come later, in the seventh time .
Verse 214 . They "prepared the earth to bring forth the living creature
3: and it was
cattle and creeping, things, and beasts of the earth,
so, as they said ." llhat was so? the bringing forth of land animals? No,
merely the preparation for their bringing forth at a later time . Referring
again to the beginning of the seventh time, Loses says "there was not yet
flesh upon the earth ." (Loses 3 :5)
Verse 25 . "The Gods saw they [the land animals] would obey ." They
would obey by bringing forth "after their own hnd," but could not do that
until they were made flesh in the seventh time .
Verse 27 . Cn the sixth time they "went dcwr to organize (foam, v . 26)
man in their own image ." It does not say they formed hi-.:, in the sixth time ;
they merely went dorm preparatory to doing it on the seventh time . For again
we read that afterward "there was not yet flesh upon the earth," "and not yet
a man to ti-11-1 the ground . "
(L :oses 33 :5)

Abrahar, says "the Gods came down and formed these
Verses h and 5 .
[foregoing] the generations of the heavens and of the earth, when they
[i .e ., the ~-eneraLions] .were formed in the dv ,,- that the Gods formed the
earth and the heavens, according; to all that which they had said concerning
every plant of the field before it was in the earth, and ever`,, herb of the
field before it Crew ." That the word "these" means "foregoing" and not
"follo,.ing" is clear from the explanation beginning "according to all that ."
"Generations" means, in this connection, "races" or "families" of living
things and not "origination" of inanimate nature, which had already been
accomplished . Thus, the,;- carne down at the beginning of the seventh time and
formed the foregoing generations of the heavens and of the earth, according
to all that 1.rhich they had said concerning not only every plant, but--we may
appropriately add--concerning every animal, every bird, ever fish, and
everything else that was to have life .
Loses says "these [fore[ ;oing) are the generations of the heaven, and of
*
the earth, when they [the generations] were created in the day that *
God made the heaven and the earth ; and every plant of the field before it eras
in the earth, and every herb of the field before it grew ." To explain in
what sense "God made the heaven and the earth ; and every plant of the field
before it was in the earth, and every herb of the field before it grew," he
adds : "For I, the Lord God, created all things, of which I have spoken,
spiritually, before they were naturally upon the face of the earth ." In other
words, although the earth was there to receive them, having already been
created itself "naturally" or "physic nl,ly", the living things that were to
come upon it had at that time only been created "spiritually ."
In section 77 of the Doctrine and Covenants, verse 2, we read concerning
the beasts, the creeping -things, and the fowls of the air, that "that which
is spiritual [is] in the likeness of that which is temporal ; and that which
is temporal in the likeness of that which is spiritual ; the spirit of man in
the likeness of his person, as also the spirit of the beast, and every other
creature which God has created ." Man, we know, was created spiritually before that "beginning" at which the Gods came down to organize and form the
heavens and the earth . An earlier beginning is spoken of by God thus : "I
came down in the beginning in the midst of all the intelligences" ("intelligences that were organized before the world was"), and Abraham said of
God, "he stood among those that were spirits ." (Abraham 3 :21,22,23) The
Lord told Loses : "I :
had created all the children of men [before the
seventh time] ; and not yet a man to till the ground ; for in heaven created
I them ." (3 :5)
"And there .:as not yet flesh upon the earth, neither in the water,
neither in the air ." The earth was there, with its water and its air, but
there .gas no flesh of any kind upon it-neither man, nor the animal, nor
fish, ncr fowl .
In the way of further explanation that he had created every plant before
it was in the earth, the ;reator adds the si,-nificant statement that he "had
not caused it to rain upon the face of the earth ." No rain upon the face of
the earth during all the six times of creation! Plants in the spiritual
state would need no rain, but, plants in the natural state could not be
brought forth f:ro ;z the ground without it .
Verse 6 .
"Bu t , I, the Lord God, spake, and there went up a mist from
the earth, and watered the 'whole face of the ground ." The Lord ordered it
to be so, and he was obeyed . Before this command was given he "had not
caused it to rain upon the face of the earth ."

1.

As certain things happened cn the seventh day of creation, even so other,
parallel thin--s are to tale ,lace in the beg inning of the seventh thousand
years . The Lord sanctified the seventh day of creation ; he will sanctify the
earth . On the seventh day lie formed man out of the dust of the earth ; in the
seventh thousand years he will complete the salvation of man .
Verse 13 of Abraham 5 . Lhen Adam was placed in the Garden he was told
that he could eat of every tree e),cept the tree of l ;nowled€e of good and evil,
"for," said the Gods, "in the time that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely
die ." Abraham parenthetically remarks, "Now, I, Abraham, saw that it was
after the Lord's time, which was after the time of Kolob ; for as yet the Gods
had not appointed unto Adam his reckoning ." Here "time" is used in two senses :
"the Lord's time" or "the time of Kolob," meaning "the reckoning of the Lord's
time according to the reckoning, of Kolob ;" (3 :b) and "the time," meaning a
definite period of time . How long was this time in which Adam should surely
die? (for he partook of the forbidden fruit -In other words, how long is a
time in the Lord's reckoning? YJe should be able to tell from the record of
Abraham alone .
By the Urim and Thlu~unin the Lord had told Abraham "that Kolob was after
the manner of the Lord, according to its times and seasons in the revolutions
thereof ; that one revolution was a day unto the Lord, after his manner of
reckoning, it being one thousand years according to the time appointed unto
[the earth] ." (Abraham 34) Again, in explaining Figure 1 of Facsimile No . 2,
page 35, Abraham wrote : "One day in Kolob is equal to a thousand years accor* ." One day with the Lord is a
ding t,o the measurement of this earth
thousand years, but how long is one time with the Lord?
The ans ::ier is given in the passage that refers to the third time . It
says "they numbered the days, from the evening until the morning ; they called
night, and *,
:: from the morning until the evening they called day ; and it
was the third tire ." They numbered the days : "one, two, three ;" or, "first,
second, and third ;" and it (the night and day combined) was the third time .
"Time" and "day," both used in this specific sense, are thus seen to be
synonymous . At the end of the second night and day it is recorded that
"this [singular] was the second time that they called night and day ." The
word "that" is a relative pronoun, singular ; it might be replaced by "which ."
At the end of the first night and day, for comparison : "this was the first,
or the beginning, of that which they called day and night ." Also, later,
"they numbered the sixth time ." They numbered it 6 .
Verse 17 of Loses 3 . Here it says "in the day thou eatest thereof thou
shalt surely die ." In this passage the "day" of Moses corresponds to the
"time" of Abraham, as it does also in verses 5, 8, 13, 19, 23, and 31 of the
preceding chapter, comparing noses 2 with Abraham It . For example, in hoses
2 :5 we read "the evening and the morning were the first day ." The Hebrew
Bible reads "the evening was, and the morning was, one day ; 11 or, in smoother
English, "there wa- evening and there was morning, one day ."
* were nine hunIn Gene3is 5 :5 we read that "all the days of Adam
This
alone
would
suggest
that
the
"day"
cf Loses 3 :3
dred and thirty years ."
But
vie
have
already
seen
that
Abraham's
"time"
rust be at least 930 years .
or "day" is 1,000 years, and the "day" of Loses must be the same .
Some may say that each of the six days of - the creation is longer than
1,000 years . But according to the revelations of the Lord they were measured
by the revolutions of Kolob, "the first creation, nearest to the celestial,

1

or the residence of God . First in government, the last pertaining to the
measurement of time ."
(Fir . 1, Facsimile Lo . 2, p . 35 .)
The meaning of this
is clear from the Lord's words to Abraham : "And where these two facts exist,
there shall be another fact above them, that is, there shall be another
planet whose reckoning, of time shall be longer still ; and thus there shall
be the reckoning of the time of one planet above another, until thou come
nigh unto Kolob, which Kolob is after the reckoning of the Lord's time ."
There is no planet whose reckoning of time is longer than that of Kolob ;
Kolob is the last pertaining to the measurement of time .
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COVENANT . A solemn promise made binding by
an oath, which may be either a verbal formula or a
symbolic action . Such an action or formula is recognized by both parties as the formal act which binds
the actor to fulfil his promise . Covenants may be
between parties of different socio-political groups, in
which case the covenant creates a relationship between them regulated by the terms of the covenant ;
or a covenant may take place within a legal conirnunity, in which case obligations are assumed which
the law does not provide for-i .c ., it makes new
obligations binding .
Since the covenant usually hall sanctions of a
religious nature (an appeal to the gods to punish
any breach of covenant), it was closely connected
with religion . It also had close connections with
law, since the obligations assumed by covenant
tended to becoutc legal obligations enforced by lx)litical means, and there is some reason to believe
that, in late times at least, the covenant was simply
a form of legislation .
A . Covenants in the ancient world
B . Covenant terminology in the Bible
I . In the O'1'
2 . In the LXX
3 . In the NT
C. O'I' covenant traditions
1 . Secular covenants
a . Suzerainty
b . Parity
c . Patron
d . Promissory
2 . Covenants in which God is bound
3 . Covenants in which Israel is hound
a . The Mosaic covenant
b . The covenant of Joshua
c . The reform of Josiali
d . The covenant of Ezra
1). Covenant in postbiblical Judaism
E . Covenant in the NT
Bibliography

A . COVENANTS IN 771E ANCIENT WORLD .
In the long time span covered by ancient history
there is a great variety of forms and situations in
which covenants appear, and much is yet to be
learned of the history of covenants . It may he an
exaggeration to speak of every relationship other
than kinship as a covenant relationship, but it is
nevertheless true that covenants were an exceedingly
important meats for the regulation of behavior, so
that some measure of trust and predictability could
be introduced into social and political life . The oath
(verbal or symbolic) seems to have been the . constitutive element which made covenants binding,
though it is possible that other formal actions, such
as a common meal, did not involve an appeal to the
divine world to punish violation of the promise . Not
every oath, however, was a covenant, for not all
oaths in ancient law involved promises concerning
future action . Ancient terminology clew ly designated covenants as "oaths and stipulations" in international relationships, and this gives a working
definition of ancient covenants . See OA'rt .
The. covenants which arc of greatest importance
for OT history arc those which regulate relationships between two distinct social or political twits,
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international treaties . Evidence for the existence of
such treaties goes back to the mid-third millennium
n .c . in Sumerian sources, and to Old Akkadian texts
two centuries later . Though too fragmentary for
a satisfactory ,juristic analysis, they nevertheless
prove that there were already at that time wellformed patterns for the regulation of international
affairs, usually associated with the subjection of the
party which was defecated in war . Though the Mari

archives (ra . 17011 B .c .) contain very frequent refer .
ences to covenants, they do riot describe the content
and procedure in sufficient detail to be entirely satisfactory . By far the most useful and extensive body
of material comes from the Ilittite Empire of the

Late Bronze Age (ca . 14011-1200 B .c .), which had
far-flung relations from Mesopotamia to Egypt, as
well as suzerainty over various city-states of N
Syria .
The Hittite suzerainty treaties have been preserved in abundance, and can he taken as an illustration of a highly developed form known throughout
the ancient Near East . These covenants were the
formal basis of the Empire ; it was on them that
depended the relationship between the IlitIite state
and the vassals which owed it allegiance . They
placed the vassal state under the protection of the
Hittites, and at the same time placed the military
resources of the vassal state at the disposal of the
suzerain . There can be little doubt that the military
alliance so formed was a primary intent of the
treaties, but in addition, they were a means of preserving the peace within the Empire by regulating
in advance the obligations of the vassal . Since it
was the suzerain who stipulated the obligations of
(lit,

vassal, th(' latter was, in effect, protected from

arbitrary action on the part of the vastly more powerlid overlord . The form of these treaties has been
carefully analyzed, and Ihr following characteristic
elements of a treaty in this period may be isolated .
a) The preamble . The treaty text frequently opens
will) the statement : "These are the words of . . . ,"
followed by the identification of the king who gives
the treaty, his titles, appcllatives, and genealogy .
The treaty is thus a message from the suzerain to
the vassal .
b) The historical prologue . This consists of a description of the previous relationships between the
two parties, frequently in the "I-'Then" form of ad .
dress, emphasizing particularly the acts of benevolence which the suzerain has performed for the good
of the vassal. Often it is actually the Hittite power
which placed the vassal on his throne . "These preceding acts of the suzerain arc evidently regarded
as the foundation of the vassal's obligation, and
therefore the historical prologue seems to be carefully composed ; these prologues are actually most
important sources for the history of the Hittite Empire .
e) 'the stipulations . This section contains the obligations to which the vassal hinds himself in accepting tit(, covenant, defined by the suzerain . The
content varies widely, but military obligations are,
as expected, treated in detail . First, the vassal must
not cuter into alliances with other independent
kings, and lie must be a friend to the suzerain's
friends and art enemy to his enemies . The vassal
must answer any summons for military forces, and
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engage wholeheartedly in any military campaign
commanded by the suzerain . Second, regulations fin
.
the treatment of refugees are so frequent Ihat it is
necessary to conclude that this was all important
issue during this period . Third, war booty is often
regulated in advance ; this also was evidentl y a fertile
source of discord . In addition to these most common
stipulations, many other types of actions arc prescribed or prohibited . Most interesting is the frequent
prohibition of "murmuring," the utterance of "kinfriendly words," against the suzerain, and the obligation to report such words uttered by others . With
this is often combined an exhortation to trust the
suzerain, even in spite of appearances to the contrary .
Finally, a stipulated tribute is imposed,
d) The deposit and public reading . Typically
there is a provision fur the, deposit of the treaty
document in the sanctuary of the vassal, and a retluirement that it he read in public at stipulated
intervals, from one to four times a year .
e) The list of witnesses . Ancient legal documents
normally ended with a list of witnesses, and the
international treaties are no exception . Here however, the gods of both states are named-in fact,
some of the lists seems to attempt exhaustiveness in
staking all known gods of the cultural area witnesses
ac the covenant . In addition, however, important
features of the natural world arc included, such as
mountains, rivers, springs, the great sea, heaven and
earth, winds and clouds . 11 seems reasonably certain
that Ihe gods as witnesses were. expected to punish
breach of contract, and thus religious awe was allpealed to as a ground fur future obedience . Though
the Ilittite king certainly did act against a rebellious
vassal with military force, the treaties mention only
religious sanctions .
J) The blessings and curses . This consists of a list
of goods anti calamities which the divine witnesses
were called upon to bring upon the vassal lily
obedience and disobedience respectively . The curses
usually precede, and consist of the misfortunes
usually attributed to the wrath of the gods in antiquity : destruction, sterility, misery, poverty, plague,
famine . The blessings, conversely, are divine protection, continuity of the vassal's line, health, prosIxrity, and peace .
The foregoing analysis of the treaty form is
schematic, more so perhaps than the treaties themselves, but is useful as a description of that which
was evidently felt to lie important in a valid treaty .
'This written document is, however, not all that is
involved in a covenant . The text of the treaty frequently refers to the oath of the vassal, but the description of the words or forms by which the oath
was sworn seems to he completely lacking and unJcnown . It is ionceivahly . hot unlikely, that (it(, mere
existence of a written document was sufficient to
put the covenant into effect . 'I'll(- description of the
"soldiers' oath" in Hittite texts points to the probability of some formal ceremony for the ratification
of the covenants as well .
So far as the validity of the covenant is concerned,
it seems clear that the oath was binding only ullim
the one who swore, and therefore the death of the
vassal and accession ol'his heir required the drawing
up of a new covenant . The same was true evidently
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ill the case of the death of the suzerain . It is true,
of course, Ihat the terms of a previous treaty were
generally respected by it new king of a vassal state,
bill it is difficult to say whether or not changes of
ruler tended to result in rebellion because the old
(0venaut was no longer regarded its valid . There
seems to be no evidence of any concept of a covenant binding ill perpetuity .
'I'he normal Form of covenants was thus a treaty
in which only the vassal is bound by oath . Parity
treaties existed at this time, but are best regarded
as the same force in which both pakies are bound
to identical obligations .
In comparison with the material from the Hittite
l nipirc, relatively little is known of covenants from
the Assyro-Ilabylonian periods . Enough treaties
have been recovered to indicate that considerable
change hall taken place ill the intervening dark ages .
In contrast to the Hittite covenants which gave in
the historical prologue the grounds upon which the
vassal should willingly give up his freedom to become an ally of the Ilittite king, so far nothing
analogous has been found in these later treaties, but
the fragmentary state of the later treaties warns
against much confidence in this argument . So far
it would be rather difficult to describe any consistent
pattern to which all these later treaties conform, and
there are very nunerous differences (as well as
similarities) hclwecn the two groups .
11 is not only encpircs which produced treaties in
the ancient world . Perhaps equally important were
covenant alliances for Ihe purpose of obtaining a
concerted action against empires . There is onIi rtunately very little direct evidence of the form
all([ content of such alliances, but a respectable body
of material to prove that they existed . Already in the
Mali period, there were several kings each of whom
had ten to fifteen kings in his Following, but in addition there were smaller social, tribal, or political
groups which joined forces to resist their more powerfill neighbors . The Egyptian kings of the New Empire hall to light coalitions of Syro-Palestinian kings,
and one of the Anuu•n a Letters (Knudtzon, No. 74)
quotes what purports to he the massage of an alleged
rchcl to Other dissident groups, exhorting there to
gather in a temple (or city containing a temple) to
form a defensive coalition by covenant, so that they
might drive out the (Egyptian) regents and establish peace in perpetuity . In the Iron Age as well,
such coalitions were standard forms of organizing
resistance to the Assyrian Empire, the most famous
being that which fought Shalntaneser Ill at Qargar
ill 853 .
.C We have no direct evidence that this or
B
other coalitions condemned by Ihe: I lebrew prophets
were bound together by a covenant, but it is difficult to see any other basis for them .

B . COVENANT '1EBAIINOLOCI' 1N THE
BIBLE. I . In (lie OT . The most hequenl word for
"covenant" (2116 occurrences) is f1''1], but there are

numerous references to covenants and covenant relationships where this term does not occur . The
etymology of the term is uncertain . Most generally
accepted is the de rival ion from Akkadian biellu,
"fetter," or a cognate root . The word is used as a
direct object of a nunnher of verbs to designate the
establishment or breach of covenant . The phrase

